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EGDNVIGTS HI HOWPHTHISIS
EHTER FIGHT
II ROOSEVELT HUNG FIST
THE PEACEMAKER! Ill THE SHEBE HARMFUL MET DEATH
Tribute Paid Him by Eminent; Cold Weather Persists To. Trial That May Throw Light
;
Insist That Bill for Protection Nurses Dare Not Criticise
of Indians Be j Physician Even When
Passed I Latter Is Wrong
Wish to Have Their Petitions
Considered at Next Meet-
ing of Board.
French Advocates of
Arbitration
Begins in Justice
Aland's Court
day in Alabama and
Georgia
CARNEGIE PRAISES PRESIDENT HYDE FVSURDER TRIAL GOES ONiDAY AT AEROSTATIC PARK COTTON CROP ENTIRELY KILLED"; PACHECO IS PUT ON STANDIUJ MB Til I111PI81
Kansas City Banking Concern
Separates Bonding
Business.
Made All the Patients Got Well AfterBoast That He Has
Forty-Tw- o
Man Who Last Saw Trujillo
Alive Describes His
Death.
Views Extensive Experiments
Made by Army and Navy
With Aeroplanes.
Cloudiness Last Night Saved
Some of Early Fruit and
Vegetables.
Defendant Left
Household.
Special to the Xew Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 2C The
prohibitionists are preparing to make
a strenuous fisht before the house
Indian committee for a favorable re-
port on the bill prohibiting the sale
of liquor to Indians or the importation
or possession of liquor within twenty-fiv- e
miles of any reservation or Indian
school.
Congressman Hamilton reported
favorably from the House com-
mittee on territories the Senate Joint
Resolution disapproving the Xew Mex-
ico laws changing the Sierra county
lines.
Protests have been received from
Albuquerque against the establish-
ment of federal land offices at Socor-
ro and Fort Sumner and the claim is
Kansas City, Mo., April 20. When
Miss Elizabeth Gordon, the nurse, re-
sumed her testimony today in the
Hyde murder trial, she was asked
why she did not speak to Dr. Hyde
when she saw him using dirty water
in making a hypodermic tor Chrisman
Swope.
"There is an iron bound rule that
we shall never criticise an attending
physician," said Miss Gordon. "I
merely looked at Dr. Hyde," Miss Gor-
don said. Dr. Twyman had ordered
no more of the medicine then in the
house to be given the patients. All
medicine then in the house was de-
stroyed on December lSth and new
remedies purchased.
"Did Dr. Hyde leave the house on
December lSth?" asked Mr. Reed.
"He did," and the patients progress-
ed after his departure. "They got
well."
Sister Against Sister.
Kansas City, April 2G. Sister bat-tie- d
against sister in the Hyde mur-
der trial here.
From the witness stand Miss Mar-
garet Swope, whom it is charged in
three counts of an indictment. Dr.
Hyde attempted to poison, testified
for the state. She told a straightfor
Paris, April 2j. Mr. Roosevelt this
afternoon at. the American embassy
received a deputation from the French
parliamentary group for international
arbitration, headed by former Premier
Leon Bourgeois and Baron D'Estour-nelle- s
de Constant. The baron, who
shared last year's noble prize with M.
Beraeart of Belgium said the group
desired again to show its gratitude
for Mr. Roosevelt's decisive interven-
tion in favor of conciliation, justice
and international peace. Mr. Roose-
velt spent the morning at the military
aerostatic park at Muedon, where the
army and navy are making extensive
experiments in dirigible balloons and
aeroplanes.
Entrance to the park is vigorouly
forbidden to the public and today's
visit is regarded as a singular mark
of confidence which the French gov-
ernment reposes in the friendship of
the former president.
Magnificent Present for Roosevelt.
Paris. April 20. This afternoon
President Failliers presented Mr.
Roosevelt with a magnificent tapestry-desig- n
which is a copy of Gerome's
famous painting, "Love Mounted on a
Hippogiff." The tapestry was made
at the celebrated government factory
at Beauvais, and involved several
years' work. It is considered one of
the handsomest pieces turned out by
the factory in a generation.
Montgomery, Ala., April 2!. A
heavy frost in this part of Alabama
last night killed what remained of the
young cotton crop.
Cold Continues in Georgia.
Atlanta. Ga., April 26. Cloudy
weather last night saved Georgia from
a killing frost which undoubtedly
would have completed the destruction
of fruit, and vegetables. The weather
continues cold.
Killing Frosts Were General.
Kansas City, April 26. Although
the temperatures in the South and
Southwest are somewhat (higher today
killing frosts were general over many
portions of Kansas, Arkansas, Okla-
homa and Nebraska. Light frosts are
reported from Texas and the Gulf
states.
Losses Not Exaggerated.
New Orleans, April 20. Reports to-
day from Louisiana and Mississippi
indicate that, the earlier estimates of
damage to cotton as the result of
Sunday night's cold were not, exagger-
ated. With the cotton acreage dam-
aged not less than fifty per cent, in-
cluding a total loss in some quarters
the planters today turned their atten-
tion to replanting, only to be con-
fronted with the grave problem of a
lack of seed.
Bean Crop Killed.
Jackson, Miss., April 26. Ice was
one'quarter of an inch thfick hetre
yesterday. Tlie bean crop has been
killed. Heavy shipments of straw-
berries were made last week to north-
ern markets and it is feared the rest
of the crop will be almost valueless.
made that Albuquerque is the most
centrally situated for a land office to
jhave jurisdiction of the greater part
(of the Santa Fe land district and parts
of the Las Cruces and Roswell
Was George Trujillo shot from am-
bush; did he meet his death from a
stray bullet fired at random; or was
the tragedy that robbed him of sight,
speech and hearing for 42 hours and
then of life itself, a mystery that will
have to follow many others sending
their victims to the "Ton of Missing
Men"?
These are some of the questions that
likely will be answered when the trial
begun this morning in the court of
Justice A!arid will have terminated.
This trial is practically an investi-
gation to determine what part, if any,
the Wagner boys, aged 11 and 14
years, and the Lentz boy, about 15
years of age, played Friday afternoon
while they were out rabbit hunting
with rifles near Bishop's ranch, just
at the time George Trujillo, riding a
horse was seen to plunge from his sad-
dle nevermore to speak.
The trio of boys are charged wii'h
assault with intent to kill, tin? Terri-
tory of Xew Mexico prosecuting them
through Acting District Attorney ('. C.
Catron. With Mr. Catron sat Attorney
Ira Grimshaw. Defending them were
the well known attorneys A. B. Rene-ha- n
and Col. G. Y. Prichard. An in-
terpreter sat at Justice Aland's left
and an official stenographer took down
all the testimony "after it was trans-
lated in English. Dr. John H. Wag-
ner, father of two of the boys who fig-
ure in the trial, Mrs. Lentz clad in
black one or two physicians and news-
papermen completed the audience
that gathered around the table which
stood in the center of the magistrate's
room. A large number of people
wished to crowd into the room but the
public was notified that this would
not be permitted.
Pacheco Takes Stand.
Higinio Pacheco, who was probably
the last man to-se- e Trujillo alive, was
the first witness called. It was he who
was driving the lumber wagon near
which Trujillo was riding when the
It was a quiet day at the capital to-
day with Governor Mills in Albuquer-
que, Territorial Secretary Jaffa in Las
Vegas, Judge John R. MeFie at Mora,
and Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Safford, Superintendent of Public In-
struction J. E. Clark, Game and Fish
"Warden Thomas P. Gable and Captain
of the Mounted Police Fred Fornoff
absent.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers w re filed to-
day by the Deming Ba; ;i.st church.
The New Mexico agent i -; Edward H.
Worrell, and the incorporators and
directors are: Antonio Sangre,
G. D. Shull, Walter E. May, Roy M.
Perry, Edward L. Worre and Albert
C Daniel.
Electrical Blue Printing Machine.
The blue printing work of the office
of Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-
livan has grown to such proportions
that an electrical blue printing ma-
chine, the first of its kind, has been
installed at the capitol. A room is be-
ing especially provided for it in the
new Capita! Annex.
Applications for Parole.
List of convicts making application
for parole said applications to come
before the board at its next meeting,
May 9th 3910.
Joseph Campovich, sentenced June
25th, 1909, to serve 2 years for lar-
ceny. From Socorro county.
Mike Murphy, sentenced form Cha-
ves county, June 29th, 1909, for lar-
ceny and receiving stolen goods for
20 months and costs.
Elijah Spencer, sentenced from Dona
Ana county May 15th, 1909, to serve
2 years for larceny.
Thomas C. Danner, sentenced from
Eddy county April 21st, 1909, to serve
20 months and costs, for larceny of a
horse.
Manuel Vargas, sentenced form
Taos county, May 9, 1907, to serve 10
years for murder.
Jose Jaramilla, sentenced from Ber-
nalillo county October 8th, 1900, to
serve 35 years for murder.
PRESENTED GIFT FROM
CITY OF CINCINNATI.
Carl Rasch Appointed Federal Judge.
Washington, April 26. President
Taft today sent to the Senate the nom-
ination of Carl Rasch of Montana to
be United States district judge in that
state. Mr. Rasch had been acting as-
sistant counsel for Secretary Ballinger
before the Ballinger-Pincho- t investiga-
tion committee.
Carnegie Praises Taft.
Washington, April 2C Andrew Car-
negie addressing the members and
guests of the National Press Club last
night, declared President Taft was one
of the greatest presidents this coun-
try has had and that for his efforts
for world wide peace the country
would grant him a high place in his-
tory; commended the Payne-Aldric- h
tariff law as the best tariff law ever
enacted; extolled the progress and
spirit of the west and made a vigor-
ous plea for universal peace.
Had he not been prevented by fate,
Mr. Carnegie thought possibly he
might have owned a large number of
newspapers and had the members of
ROBERT E. PEARY TO
i MAKE LECTURE TOUR.
He Will Speak in London, Paris,
lin, Vienna and Other
nean Centers.
fatal bullet struck Trujillo in the back
of the head and when another bullet
is said to have lodged in the wagon.
Mr. Pacheco gave his testimonv injthe National Press Club working for
Four Views of Municipality Painted in
Oil and Presented to New Hamburg--
American Liner.
Cincinnati April 20. The new
Hamburg-America- n liner, Cincinnati,
in port in New York, was the scene
of a pretty ceremony Tuesday noon,
when a committee of representative
citizens appointed by the mayor of
Ohio city, arrived on board the ves-
sel, bringing a gift from the people
of Cincinnati, consisting of four panel
paintings of characteristic scenes of
the city.
The citizens of Cincinnati believe
that having a liner named after the
city is worth making a fuss about. So
when the new ship arrived in Xew
York on her maiden trip last June,
Frank B. Wiborg and H. F. Farny
loyal Cincinnatians, were on hand to
ascertain what would be the proper
thing to do under the circumstances.
They found in the ladies' salon, a
magnificent room finished in white
and gold, four empty panels as suit-
able for views of Cincinnati as if ex
Xew York, April 20 Robert E.
Peary signed today for a lecture tour
of England and the continent. The
greatest geographical societies of
.Europe will honor the explorer during
his visit. In addition to those in
London, he will speak to societies in
Paris, Berlin, Brussels, Vienna and
Edinburgh. He will also deliver ad-
dresses at Budapest, Glasgow, Leeds,
'Aberdeen and other cities.
Spanish and there was more or less
delay in getting answers to a long of
Herman Kessler, sentenced from
Grant county March 121909, to serve
5 years and costs, for larceny and em-
bezzlement.
Silberio Duran, sentenced from
Otero county September 14, 1907, to
serve 20 years for murder, second
questions Attorney Renehan nut to
him.
Describes Death.
While much ground was gone over
ward, though somewhat stilted story,
!of her illness and of the typhoid epi-
demic in the Swope home.
Behind Dr. Hyde's attorney sat Miss
Swope's sister, Mrs. Hyde, directing
the fight on her young sister's testi-
mony. Attorneys frequently consult-
ed her during the cross-examinati-
of the girl.
Seated where she could look direc-
tly into the eyes of the witness, Mrs.
Logan O. Swope sat and watched the
duel of sisters. Her sympathy was
with the youngest girl the mother's
witness against a disliked son-in-la-
But although her sympathy was not
,with the. oldest daughter, Mrs. Swope
would smile encouragement to her
younger daughter on the stand and
the next she would gaze steadily at
Mrs. Hyde, her face set with an im-
pression of grim determination.
It seemed almost certain when Mar-
garet Swope walked down the aisle of
the court room to take the witness
chair that she was going to stop
and recognize Mrs. Hyde. She walk-
ed within a few feet of Mrs. Hyde,
faltered slightly, peered anxiously at
her and passed on. Mrs. Hyde, ap-
parently, did not see her little sister
falter. The spectators did, however,
and there was a busy craniug of necks
to get a good look at the two when
they saw each other for the first time
in months.
' Testifying was an up-hi- ll battle for
Miss Swope.
She is still weak from the effects
of typhoid. Her nerves are unstrung,
The Tapid fire questioning of the at-
torneys disconcerted her at times, but
her testimony, in the main, was un-- !
shaken on The
'best feature of her testimony was her
story about how Dr. Hyde came to her
iroom while the lights were burning
low one night, and, in the semi-darknes-
gave her a hydodermic. The
physician walked into the room, an-
nounced he would give a hypodermic,
rolled up her sleeves, and inserted the
needle and left, she said.
J Dr. Twyman was in charge of the
by the attorneys in trying to give the
court a mental picture of where theCOUNTERFEIT FIVE DOLLAR
GOLD PIECES A PLENTY. two men were when the shots cameGIVING OF THEIR WEALTHTO GOOD CAUSES. their way, and while there was much
importance attached to the distances
him making a lot of you million-
aires," he said.
"I have been responsible for forty--
two millionaires, I think," said Mr.
Carnegie.
Commenting upon the military
strength of the United States, Mr.
Carnegie said there were sixteen mil-
lion men in ..this country of military
age, ready to resent an insult to Old
Glory and he was one of them.
"There is nothing to be gained in
disarmament of nations," continued
Mr. Carnegie. "You must bridge the
chasm between peace and war. The
only ruler who has attempted to do
it is Taft and history will accord him
a position of being the first ruler who
had the moral courage and the bold-
ness to announce that no nation had
the right to sit in judgment on its own
Hotelkeepers in Mexico Have Been
Bitten So Often That They
Prefer Paper Money.
they traversed after they had spoken
to the Wagner and Lentz boys on
their way to an arroyo where the trag
edy took place, the description of Tru-jillo- 's
death might be said to have
been the feature of this morning's
testimony. Mr. Pacheco said that Iia
San Antonio, Texas, April 26. The
local secret service agents have in
their possession a number of counter-
feit United States five dollar gold
pieces, believed to have been made
!in Mexico. This spurious money has
become so plentiful ii. certain parts of
Mexico that hotel keepers are refus-jin- g
gold in the payment of bills.
was driving ahead and had the inten-
tion of speaking to Truiillo who was
on horseback but realizing that Truji
cause.
Devout Episcopalians Throw Gold,
Gems and Silver Ware into Col-
lection Basket in Church.
New York, April 2C With the
help of an appraiser, Canon, William
Cheap Chap engaged in the in-
teresting process of . examining a
bushel of gold, gems and silverware,
the proceeds of a unique collection
taken Sunday at Christ Protestant
Episcopal church in Brooklyn.
The collection was taken to raise a
fund to pay off a debt on the rectory.
Ushers carried big baskets down the
aisles and into these the congregation
dropped bits of precious metal in the
shape of jewelry and coins, each ar-
ticle being wrapped and sealed. A
sale will be held later, at which those
who gave up cherished pieces of jew-
elry will have an opportunity to bid
them back again.
The silverware and gold which
cannot be cold will be disposed of at
the assay office and melted down.
One of the smallest packages dropped
into the basket accidentally became
unsealed and a $10 gold piece fell
out. .
NEGRO LEADERTOM TAGGART
pressly made for that purpose. Re-
turning to Cincinnati they made a
recommendation to a joint committee
representing the city council, the
chamber of commerce, the Business
Men'?. Club and Industrial Bureau that
a fund be raised to employ an artist
to paint four characteristic Cincinnati
views. This was done and last week
the committee chose four paintings by
Louis C. Vogt, showing views of
Fountain Square, Fourth Street, the
bend of the Ohio river from Eden
park, and the suspension bridge and
public landing from the Kentucky
shore. After Tuesday these paintings
will (hang in the salon of the liner,
to the delight of ocean traveling Ohio
folks. Doubtless "Vas you ever in
Cincinnati?" will be a favorite query
in that quarter.
The committee appointed by Mayor
Schwab to make the presentation is
composed of Frank B. Wilborg J. G.
Schmidlapp, E. R. Blaine, Julius
Joseph Roth, John L. Shuff,
J. H. Asmann, Jr., John Galvin, W. B.
Melish, W. A. Draper, and Will L.
Finch.
llo was a dozen or more yards away
and knowing that he suffered with
difficulty of (hearing, he did not ad-
dress him. They grew closer togeth-
er however, and as Pacheco was
down in the second arroyo he saw
Trujillo suddenly writhe in agony and
then fall from his horse.
"Did he utter a cry or say anything
at all," asked Mr. ReneJhan.
"He made no outcry of any kind,"
replied the witness.
The case was continued this after-
noon with Air. Pacheco still on the
stand. There will probably be a num-ber of witnesses, it is said, and the
hearing may be a lengthy one.
" ISVI
He Is Accused of Being at
Bottom of Latest Rebel-
lion in Cuba
His Figure Looms Large on
the Beveridge Horizon
in Indiana
case at the time.
This arm has since become sore. The
state contends the injection was of
TWENTY-TW- O OTHERS INDICTED
I "pus" germs and not camphorated oil,
'as Dr. Hyde claimed.
Miss Elisabeth Gordon, a nurse, tes-
tified late in the afternoon that once
while Dr. Hyde was giving Chrisman
Swope a hypodermic he filled his
; syringe with water which had been
luEed in giving the patient a bath.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
VICTIM OF SWINDLERS.
Lost Half Million Dollars and Ten Ar-
rests Have Been Made in Ala-
bama and Texas.
DEMOCRATIC MENTION
Politicians, However, as Usual
Are at Loggerheads Among
Each Other.
SIX THOUSAND COAL
MINERS RETURN TO WORK.
Extensive Preparations Had
Been Made for Uprising
on May 24.Operators and Employes Reach an
Agreement and Sign Contract
Coal Field.
Providence, R. I. April 26. Manu-
facturing jewelers of Rhode Island and
other states have been robbed of
goods valued at half a million dollars
through a great swindle. Ten arrests
Havanna, April 26. indictments
were returned today against General
Evaristo Estonohe, the negro leader,
and twenty-tw- o other negro prisoners,
charging them with the crime of incit-
ing to rebellion and instigating anti-whit- e
violence. The evidence sub-
mitted indicated that extensive prep
lhave already been made in Alabama
Pittsburg, Pa., April 26. Six thou-
sand coal miners employed by the in-
dependent operators of the Pittsburgdistrict resumed work today, contracts
having been signed by the operators
and the United Mine Workers.
REMARKABLE RECOVERY OF
ORTEGA CHILD.
Was Struck Square in the Forehead
By Locomotive and is Now
Getting Well.
Special to the New Mexican.
Cerrillos, N. M., April 26 Mrs.
Mike O'Neill, whose .condition is still
regarded as critical was removed
from her Ihome at the Cash Entry
mine to St. Joseph's hospital at Albu-
querque.
The infant child of Gregorio Orte-
ga, who was struck by the Santa Fe
wrecking train on Sunday a week ago,
is reported on the road to recovery
and Dr. Palmer thinks will soon be
out of danger. The accident was (r-
emarkable because the child was
struck by the engine In the forehead
and was hurled several feet render-
ing it unconscious for 24 hours.
ana Texas, and one of the alleged
conspirators was ready to cross into
Mexico when taken into custody. The
scheme was to buy jewelry through-
out the country and ship it to Mont
arations had been made for a general
Indianapolis, April 26. An over-
whelming victory was won by' Thomas
Taggart and his friends last night in
the primaries of this county for the
selection of delegates of the Demo-
cratic state convention tomorrow nigfat
added strength today to the movement
proposed by Taggart for a state wide
primary to choose candidates for the
United States Senate. Many candi-dates for places on the state ticket
expressed themselves against the
plan of Governor Marshall to have the
convention endorse a candidate for
the Senate fearing it would cause
such a fight in the convention that
the success of the ticket will be en-
dangered in the November elections.
iWOOL PRICES HAVE
STIFFENED SLIGHTLY.
j
Boston, Mass., April 26. Trading in
the local wool market is quiet, and
confined ,to have stiffened slight-
ly as holders are refusing to
make further concessions. Washed
wool declined and is quoted at 37
cents, and 31 and 32 cents for half-bloo- d
and 29 to 30 cents for quarter-blood-.
Some fine mediums, territory,
has sold for 63 to 64 cents scoured,
and some new Arizona clip at 60
cents on the same basis. Local deal-
ers are holding off from western buy-
ing in the belief that prices for the
new clip will soon be shaded.
uprising agaiusi me government oa
May 24. gomery. After that dummy packages
were sent from a Montgomery firm
to other stores controlled by it. These
they credited as a shipment of valu- -
TWELVE CARDINALS
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
IN ANNUAL REUNION.
Mobile, Ala., April 20. The annual
reunion of the United Confederate vet-
erans was formally opened today. To-
day's trains brought in several thou-
sand veterans from all parts of the
south.
TO BE CREATED.
Rome, April 26. It was unexpected 6LMji' iiuu iw usuju. itne stores
, were then set on fire it is alleged, and
the dummy packages were listed as
last assets in the firm in bankruptcy
proceedings.
ly reported today that a consistory
probably will be held the middle of
June when twelve cardinals are to be
created.
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SUN BROS. COMPANY
CHILDREN WHO ABE SICKLY
Mothers who value their own com-
fort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of Moth-
er Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
for use throughout the season. They
Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness,
Constipation, Teething Disorders,
Headache aad Stomach Trouble.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don't ac-
cept any substitute. A tril package
will be sent FREE to any mother who
will address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy.
Four
Old Wheat
Imperial
Jersev Cream
Pansy
Bobolink
MINOR CITY TOPICSAlsoVAFIFTY FRESH YEAST
iiiiLjjniLi nuuitu ur. h
SUMMER PLAINS AND SPECIFICA- -
TIONS.
Get out the time-table- Lucy, surely
we're late this spring,
For it's time to plan vacation and lie
annual summering.
We who have planned together junk-
ets and trips and tours
Harken to my plans, Lucy, and I will
listen to yours.
First we must go to the mountains,
up where it's clear and dry
"But I don't like the mountains:
they're likely to be too high.
Rather for us the seashore, by the At-
lantic deep "
But I don't like the ocean; the noise
never lets me sleep.
"Why not a trip to Europe, where we
can have a change?"
But I am afraid of Europe, where
everything seems so strange.
"Well, let us try the Rockies, and
travel the boundless West "
But that would be work, my dearest,
and the thing we both need is
rest.
"Haply, then. Nova .Scotia, cool as a
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
I RESOLVED"!!
TVw Little Tommy Tucker.
s. Vas Certainly a .Suckefv.NFoR SINGINij FCK MICE EREADono MEAT
j If he'd kncvwn vhat to choose
( JS- j " had buster mrswumm
VivTw'3 -- II JJ Tj wear, upon his Cunning ff
LITTLE FEET. V3m Lto 'ster- - BKoVM
VTfe tea v
corvf.-ro- r 4 ny - r & v'i Hc-- cc
Jinter Grocery Co.
Telephone No. 40y Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Lining
S Denver, Colo., April 26. S
The weather forecast is fair
weather tonight and Wednes--
day with stationary tempera- -
ture.
J Jk )H X 35 $ X $ S; $ $ X S
Change of Advertisement Atten-
tion is called to the change of adver-
tisement of the Travis Spot Caih
Store in today's issue. The store an-
nounces a special sale tomorrow.
Charles Yardman Dead Charles
Yardman, a carpenter, died last night.
He was about 60 years of age and had
spent most of his life in this city. He
leaves a widow and three sons. The
funeral' took place this afternoon.
May Come to Santa Fe Under a
seven column head line "En El Mex-
ico" the City of Mexico's well known
daily, "El Imparcial," devotes much
space to the coming Jeffries-Johnso- n
fight and says that three Pullman cars
have been engaged to go to the scene
of combat carrying the lovers of the
glove contests or "los Mexicanos
CALL AP SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
mountain grot "
Cool? Don't you ever think it! Some-
times it's terribly hot.
;"Well, let us seek the country, up in
the woods of Maine"
Perish the very notion! Miles from a
boat or train!
I could go on forever, telling each
futile nlan,
Reporting each conversation that ends
right where it began;
But here's the motif of my ballad, this
is the crux of my pome:
The Shoes That Wear
Buster Bronw Shoes for the Boys.
amantes del box." The party will cornel
over the Santa Fe and it is thought ar
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
That Lucy and I do this each year irangenients will be made so that they
and end by staying at home. wi'l stop over in the great, tourist city.
From Success Magazine, j Sneak Thieves in Albuquerque
Complaint is made that sneak thieves
Mmvirlv iare very actiye in Albuquerque. They!Fire at Kelly Fire on
morning destroyed the home of R. W
Bull at Kelly, Socorro county. The
are getting away with carpenter's
i tools, ,breaking into stores and homes
;but thus far have secured verv little
'iooi.loss is $5,000.
Japanese Had Foot Crushed V .laSpit MANUFACTURERJEWELER Important Sidewalk Decision InnnpSp pmnlnvP na oi .inr tBelen, had liis foot crushed bv an en- - :,,isll'iet court at Albuquerque Judge
'Ira A. Abbott Handed down a decisiongine. He was taken to Albuquerque
where his foot was amputated.
Tie Drive Starts "The drive of tQie
Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Com
refusing an injunction asked by Con-- j j
tractor F. M.
.Morgan to compel Mrs.,!
X. T. Armijo to allow hinr to lay a
sidewalk by right of his contract with jpany lias been started and will take
c,ty which hUl been awardedabout sixteen ;.hedays to reach the mouth for the sum of $10,000 to constructof the Embudo river. There is one- -
COPY:
Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
The Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Gentlemen: We herewith eg to enclose you a credit memo for
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest conven-
ience as there seems to be an e ndemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you u ve made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,
By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
' ' Mgr. Sales Dept.HiilP A TRUE COPY: ,; I"-
This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country. flfjj
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.
Taos i laying oi wuicn iuchalf mile of ties in the drive.
Valley News. Albuquerque city council passed an or- -
,r jdinance in 1900.Masonic Temple at Taos un iiay27 the Masonic Temple of Bent Lodee I Seventy-On- e Degrees ".My but it's
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
AND ONION SETS, ALL FRESH SEEDS.
FRANK F. GORMLEY
will be dedicated. Grand Master Frank getting warm!" was the exclamation!
Johnson of San Marcial, will be in heard yesterday afternoon. And it was j
charge, and a large attendance of thejtnu'.' for the mercury had climbed to
clan is expected from outside. Thoije '"I degrees at 3:10 p. m., but with ai
who come will see one of the most relative humidity of only 110 per cent,
artistic and tasteful lodge rooms to bejthe heat was pleasant. The first warm j
found anywhere in this Territory." idays of spring are generally notice-- jTaos Valley Xews. jable, but in Santa Fe the weather
G E N K K A L M K R( H AN ) I S K
Ata ('ANONPHONE 1QBLAUK lz ROA I)
Squeamish About the Census Enu-jouS- to be agreeable from now until
merator "The census enumerators November. The minimum was 43 dc-ar-
enumerating. Of course our great jgrees yesterday and the temperature
and paternal Tncle Sam is expected was the same at G o'clock this morn- -
2
to know a, good deal about those who ling. A year ago today the maximum
llVe 111 hlS haillWiek and tO Whnill he WHS f.n oTlH tha minimum "Q rlannc (
hands out some sugar plums and more! with 94 per cent of sunshine,
lemons through the medium of Joe! If it's Hardware ha?Jwarco!S We have it.PhoneSo. 14. ?honeNo. 14,Cannon's House of Representatives
MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TOJ. D MULLIGAN
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
There is no cough medicine so pup- -
1B uuw ujiuk W ascertain why nlar s Folpvs HonBV aTlH Tnr It
never fails to cure coughs, colds,
we , ' it so great a struggle to gath-
er enough shekels together to keep
the trusts fat and smiling and the cor-
porations free from grouch, but we
croup and bronchitis. Sold by Stripling--
Burrows Co.
WHOLESALE
APu D RETAIL195 PALACE od130 REDHAY NKtTJII'HUSK think it a little rude in our UncleSamuel to instruct his census man toMANrJlook into our face and boldly ask: vVrelAVK iPICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE. Tn.i llml- - ry t..rK; .9' ji n jtjiciwv ui YVAinir. duu ,OU 1 CUU Screened RATONYANKEE!CERRILLOS Lumpand write?' These questions aremighty personal, especial to an editor.There might be a difference of opin-
ion as to whether we can write or
not. We know some people who think
they can do it better anyway and per
San Antonio, Texas, April 2G.
After refusing for several weeks to
be cajoled into making a statement
concerning his attitude on the pro-
posed inauguration of a commission
form of government, Mayor Bryan Cal-lagha-
has come out flatly with tlhe
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilbire: Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE CAPITAL COAL YARD.Near A. T. & a. P . Depot
Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All Kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
Telephone 85 Telephone 85
haps they can. After a man lhas been
in the editor's chair through a course
of years he begins to doubt if he ever
could write. Some of those census
questions sure do make you feel as
you used to as a boy and you want to
answer as you did then, and get lick
announcement that if the people of
this city want commission government
he will do his best to help them get it.
"If the people of San Antonio want
commission government they will
have my in getting it," Ihe
said, "if this movement is in earnest,
and the whole city wants to change
the form of its administration I wlnt
ed for it, 'None of your business.' "
Taos Valley Xews.
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
Does a general ABSTRAO'C REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.
LEO HERSCH
SOLE AGENTS FOR
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Hour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Salt and Seefls
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
to do my part in giving the people
their wish."
Mayor Callaghan, however, stipu-
lates that the demand for the new or-
der of things must be more than mere-
ly the ambition of agitators before he
will act.
4J9ft ("inn (f to loan on Santa Fe Real EstatePU,UUU.UU at low rate of Interest : :
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
out this coupon and mail to
DIAMONDS r2
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-- 1
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh C:re.
F. i. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have kiOwn F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yesw- - and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WrALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern-
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con- -
-- Supervisor of CensusiiI? MANUFACTURER OP
MEXICAN FILIGREE
JEWELRY
)! Right Price
Right Goods
Right Service
Eyes Tested and
Fitted by
Methods
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
On April 15, 1910, I was living at
address given below, but to the best
of my knowledge I have not been enu-
merated there or anywhere else.
Name
Street and No
City
H Cut Glass, China and Silverware INo Need to Cut. S E. Corner of Plaza. 345 San Francisco St. SANTA FE. N. M. I
! stipatlon.
of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.
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TESTED AND PROVEN red one of the most unique and inter-estim- c
features of the program, when
'President Taft and Mr. Carnegie joint
BUREAU OF II-- QS1ly planted a "peace tree" in the patio,
court yard.KM REPUBLIGS :; the governing board of the
riml ttlf rlirrf.trr rr5.- - n fa.....v. UUVIUI III ,1 a i
There is a Heap of Solace In Being
Able to Depend Upon a Weil-Earne- d
Reputation.
For months Santa Fe readers nave
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
ahout. the pood work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Pasquale Yanni, College street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
gave a public testimonial in favor
"My father has been a sufferer from sick
heailnche for the last twenty-fiv- e yearsand
never found any relief until he began
taking your Cascarets. Since he has
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely curedhim. Cascarets do what you recommendthem to do. I will give vou the privilege
cf using his name." E. M. Dickson,
H2oResinerSt., W. Indianapolis, Ind.
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.I Good. Never Sicken.'Weaken or Gripe,lite. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gen-tin- ?
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back. 925
Beautiful New Home Dedi-
cated at the National
Capital Today
DISTINGUISHED EN SPEAK
stars?
:m
fe " '
' Ir i
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
Viot tVitiV Tin A it ii 1 nr rf n nn'n 1a i
jeeption in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Car-
negie, which will be attended by the
(President,, the diplomatic corps, and
officers of the army and navy in full
uniform. Altogether it is expected tojbe one of the most brilliant functions
!of the social season. The music will
be provided by the Marine band.
The new home of the bureau repre-
sents the expenditure of one million
dollars, of which sum Mr. Carnegie
contributed seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars and the twenty one
'American republics the remainder. It
is described by the best critics of ar-
chitecture and construction, as one of
New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
"Th Weit Point of th Southwest."
Army Oftcers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A.- -
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lftary iSchoo! In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at at) e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshlne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all gradu-
ates from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Uamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fin lay
For particular and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
lUUb huli wui tu ui vi a, ycukA n
my back, caused by disordered kid-- 1
the rest have consider 'd it as an ini- -
possible Utopia.
neys. My work obliges me to sit President Taft, Secretary ofdown a good deal and this weakened g t Cardinal Gibbons and
my kidneys, causing much backache. ;
While at work I suffered more intense- - j Diplomats Participate
ly than at any other time and I was j
very anxious to find a remedy that Washinston, 1). C, April 2C.-- The
"Hut, when we mean by
that community of sentiment,
of ideas and 'aspirations among the
American republics tendering to fosteromareneveme. Learning or uuau beautiful new home of the Interna- - the most artistic official buildings in
"'"" i pivuicu a o". . , Hnroni! nf (ho lmoriran T?Ptmh- - Tlln wnrlrl lt tvl f.vt,.Hni- - nn,1
cordiality in their friendly relations,
tendering to strengthen the ties of in-
terests for inuiital advantage, thus in.mjuej, . v,. o uiua ,. tnAn f,.,.,ll,r J,n(,l i t ,mm,cn,n f : ;,.lwuii mi uiaiij liciit. a 111 'i tnim..m in yi nun mi , ale eilllli- -
i the presence of a most distinguished ly different from the conventional ar- -and to my delight, they
soon fixed me
Tin in good shane. During the past) creasing tile resiieet for the rictus ofJust two years ago Prest- - chitecture of Washington anl yet it isseven years I have had no need of rC0Uany. others; when these aspirations, in ma-
terializing, in no wise impair the
right of self preservation, lib-
erty, illdelieildeliee rm,l i.Mii-itl- hufnre
j dent Roosevelt laid the corner stone adapted to its environment. It occu-o- f
this building, which has been de- - pies one of the most commanding sites
Doan's Kidney Pills or any other kid-
ney medicine." Superintendent.
Price 50 scribed by Andrew Carnegie, as a of the capital, overlooking the Poto- -For sale by all dealers. eL"Ha-afflHM- itile law of the states thou, indeedcents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo, Temple of Peace, Commerce and mac rani and river, facing the open
Every preparation made by the Friendship," and which Secretary grounds below the White House, and
New York, sole agents for the United Root has called a "Capitol in the Cap- - near the Washington monument. It
States. Hal of the United States of all the will afford a commodious home for the
Remember the name Dcau's and American Xations." The ceremonies Bureau of American Republics, which
take no other. on that occasion were most impressive has been developing with remarkable
'and elaborate and those of today were rapidity within the last few years, and
ells Fargo k Company
i fully in keeping with them. is doing much to strengthen the ties
The international and local appre- - that bind together the American re-
lation of the significance of the (led-- publics and to encourage commerce.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
;ication of this diplomatic palace was friendship and peace. Its large staff
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 i. m. to con- - 'abundantly proved by the presence at of diplomatic, statistical and commer- -
Tiect with No. 10 from ti e south and the exercises as participants in the cial experts, conducts an extensive
west, also No. 3 from n.e east, rd--! program of the President of the Unit- - correspondence, in English, Spanish,
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in. 'ed States, the secretary of state, the Portuguese and French, publishes a
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con-- i Mexican ambassador, Cardinal Gib- - monthly bulletin descriptive of the
bxpress
General Express Forwarders
TO
All Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Ve!ls Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tbroaraoat the United States. Canada. MesicD
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
:bons, Senator Elihu Root, Andrew Car- - progress and conditions of the Ameri- -
negie, Bishop Harding, Director John can republics, which President Taft
Barrett, members of the diplomatic has described as the most instructive
corps, of the supreme court and the and interesting official publication in
'cabinet as well as senators and repre- - the world, distributes hundreds of
nect with No. 1 west-bouii- also takes
passengers for No. 2 east-boun- d pass-
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
1's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 n. m. to con sentatives of the national Congress, thousands of pamphlets and makes the
we should joyfully celebrate the com-
pletion of the home devoted to such
principles.
"This is the sound
which has inspired our international
conference in their work of harmony
and has caused this magnificent palace
to lis" up, which as the flag of peace,
beautiful and filled with light like the
minds of those who conceived the idea
thus made a reality. It rests on its
solid foundation, as firm as the love of
the motherland and of justice existing
in eacii of our countries.
"This which
should be interpreted as a doctrine of
love, cannot be expounded in an ag-
gressive form or with exasperating
exelnsiveness. The brotherly feeling
which brings us together today is not
antagonistic to our affections towards
those nations who have contributed
with their high standards of civiliza-
tion, by their good example and. with
their live elements of progress to our
material advancement and to the im-
provement of our intellectual facul-
ties. Their blood is mixed with ours;
their capital, their industries, and
their artistic culture, have been, and
are elements of our own progress.
This mutual understanding, ever in-
creasing among the republics of Amer-
ica, will contribute to reciprocal es-
teem and, at the same time, serve to
overcome certain prejudices which
still exist in some of our countries.
"You Anglo-Saxon- who with your
wonderful powers of assimilation,
have maintained and strengthened
your national unity, not only through
currents of immigration, which have
brought from northern and western
Europe elements like those brought to
J. 0. BARNES. Aocnt
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-boun- high army and naval officers and a long proud boast that it was directly re-an- d
Nos. 4 and S east-boun- Return- - list of distinguished men and women. sponsible last year for fifty-tw- o million
ing arrive at Santa Fe 13:10 i. m. j The celebration to which the Presi- - dollars of new business in the ex- -
!dent referred, as the most important . change of trade among the American
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, .international event which Washington republics.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 had witnessed in many years, was di-- ! The architecture of the new build-a- .
m. jvided into two parts; in the after- - ing is a combination of the classical
Train arrives from the north at i 'noon were held the actual ceremonies and Spanish and it is built entirely of
1J. m. attending the formal dedication, when; white marble. One of its command- -
impressive speeches were made by ing and most attractive features is a
New Mexico Central. . eminent officials and individuals. The great central patio, or court yard, con- -
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m. 'ceremonies were initiated by an invo- - jtaining an exquisitely executed foun- -
Y ST
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p. cation by Cardinal Gibbons, who was
m. j followed by Secretary Knox, who de
livered the formal opening address, in
tain designed by Gertrude Vanderbilt
Whitney, and a wealth of rare tropical
plants and flowers. Upon its walls are
the escutcheons in colors of the Amer-
ican republics, interspersed with
names of their heroes of war and
peace.
Another notable feature of the build-
ing is the handsome assembly room
known as "The Hall of the Republics"
which is regarded as the first large
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and his capacity of chairman of the gov-surel- ydriven out of the blood with erning board of the international bu-D- r.
Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liq-- 1 reau o the American republic. Di-ui- d
or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's book-;rect- Johtl Barrett made a statement
let on Rheumatism plainly and inter-- ; descriptive of the building and the
estingly tells how this is done,just k of the bu wMle Albert Kel.
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
Call up 'Phone 9
When in Weed of Anything in the
Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Tell some sufferer of this book, or sey, of the Philadelphia firm of
and Cret, who designed the beau- -better still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine,
'Wis., for the book and free test sam tiful structure told of its architect- - room of lts kind in Washington, suit- -ples. Send no money. Just join with your shores by the first colonists ofXew England, but also with other eleUral features. prt. hv if plfJinpo anrl rh'rmirv fnt in.Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a j 'Senator Root, who was secretary of ternational conferences " rih.'lnmatic ments of entirely different races whopleasant surprise
Burrows Co. come from other lands to your ownsuite, wnen mr. uarnegie, conceiveu functions and receptions to distiu- - Don Caspar Avenue CHAS. CLOSSQf'Jrich free country in search of a sure
and happy future you, Anglo-Saxon-
and we, who have peopled the Latin
American republic, have been separat-
ed more than by geographical di-
stancesrather by feelings that are
bound completely to disappear since PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
the project of erecting this building, ; gisherl foreigners. It also has adelivered an address, which was hall of fame in whieh win be
sponded to by Senor Lon Francisco 1)laced the statues and busts of the
Leon de la Barra, the Mexican ambas- - great generals, statesmen and schol-sado- r,
in behalf of the Latin American ars of American history, and in which
diplomatic crops. Mr. Carnegie, deliv-;wi- ll hang the silken fla?s of eacn na.
ered a characteristic address. There tion It ontaius moreover a capac-wer- e
readings of cable messages from ioils room for the Columbus Memorial
the presidents of the Latin American Library, a large reading hall, numer-republic-
congratulating Mr. Carnegie ous airy and well iighted offlces for
and the bureau of American republics the staff of the bureau, study and coin-upo- n
the completion of the great work mittee rooms, and facilities for cater-an- d
then President Taft added his Jng) when rfiCeptions or banquets may
tribute in a speech of about half an be given within its walls,
hour in length. : AHHrKe nf Mffvira au,,.
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING--
they have been gradually doing as
commerce has brought the races near-
er together. This has made it evident
that rising above certain inherent
deficiencies of human nature, there ex
ist solid qualities in individuals and
nations which are well worthy of es-
teem and admiration.
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND. REPAIR
L DIES AND GENTS CLOTHES
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
TIES. PARASOLS ETC
PRICES REASONABLE
"In praising this work of concordJust preceding the benediction by
Right Rev. Bishop Harding, which con-
cluded the afternoon exercises, occur- -
and justice which draws nearer to-
gether two great races, not to an
tagonize and destroy each other, but
for their better mutual understandingmr mm&n
AiuU'WMtfd and should know
about the wonderful Phone 132 Red. East Side Plaza:
and esteem, we cannot forget the
name cf the great philanthropist who
has so magnificently and practically
contributed to its realization. It is
mm MARVEL Whirling SprayXke IieW Viirinol yriiire.
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
team, is what we send out from this
LIVERY.
We send a driver, loo, if desired.
What more invigorating than a lively
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
mm 4 msiNG
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
Best M PBt convenWSS3?k ient. It cleaiibta
instantly. needless to mention his name; it is
in our hearts and minds and we wellAsk your drnsirtntforlt.If lis cannot sunmv the know how to appreciate the generous i
impulse of a life devoted to the noblest I
I MAUVE Ij. accept no
! other, hut send Btamn for
I illustrated hook sealed. It iriTes mi mI full narHenlars and directions in- - SPECIAL
SALE
of purposes. LACES & E3IBR0IPER1ESValuable to Indies. MAitVXI.t ".
44 Eust 88d street, SEW SALE'It is said of Michael Angelo that (BBSnot finding Raphael in the BorgSiesse
Palace where the mural decoration
was being finished by the painter from
Urhino, he took a piece of charcoal
and drew on the wall his own headPiano Valu 3
IAe have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid-
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE C ALL AND EXAMINE TH'ffiM
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COThe Price does the Grading
i Washington, D. C, April 20. Ex-
pressing the hope that the dedication
of the new building of the Internation-
al Bureau of American Republics,
which took place today, may be the
starting point of a new era of greater
mutual esteem among the nations of
this hemisphere, merging their differ-
ences in a common ideal of peace, jus-
tice and progress, Senor Francisco L.
de la Barra, ambassador from Mexico
to the United States, speaking at the
dedicatory exercises, said:
"This is a great day for our Amer-
ica, when the might of right, gathering
its scattered forces, gives a tangible
form to a noble ideal, strengthens a
useful institution and tenders a new
token of hope and encouragement to
those who struggle for the mastery of
peace, justice and love.
"The presence, on this solemn oc-
casion, of the illustrious President of
the United States, who has had the
kindness to accept the invitation that
the governing board of the Interna-
tional Bureau of American Republics
had the honor to send him, in signifi-
cant of the importance which the
American government and people at-
tach to the victory won this day, a vic-
tory whose high moral meaning makes
us forget for a moment the disap-
pointment in our daily strife and gives
us courage to go on working, believ-
ing and hoping as though we lived in
the midst of an ideal humanity, far
ahove all destructive passions.
"The Latin republics-o- f this hemis-
phere who so cordially accepted the
idea of erecting the building we dedi-
cate today, share as shown by this
act in the fraternal sentiment of the
American people, who while still giv-
ing ample proof of their splendid vigor
and intensity of material life, pro-
claim, at the same time, their love
for the lofty ideals of the higher stand-
ards of life.
"Owing to the political and economi-
cal scope generally attributed to
its fundamental idea has
been earnestly discussed; some have
censured it, others have praised it and
which showed his rival that the great
artist had been there. This may be
applied to the present case; the pow-
erful personality devoted to doing
good has left its seal upon the ground
of international peace making as
showii in Cartage, Costa Rica, and in
The Hague, and future generations
acknowledge the stamp of a firmly di-
rected and nobly inspired will.
"The dedication of the Palace of the
American Republics takes place in a
year of special significance for Latin
America. A century ago some of the
republics of this continent declared
their independence and today they
THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
When any dealer offers you a $425.00 piano for $197, there is some-
thing wrong. The goods must be second hand or defective in some
way. Beware of false bargains, you will regret it in the end.
We are now offering you the best values for your money ever
offered in Santa Fe by a responsible piano dealer. Call and see
our line of pianos. Call and hear the wonderful Cable Inner Player.
We will take your old piano in exchange and you can pay the bal-
ance in small' monthly payments.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.
The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. Mi BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
anU Ft N. M. Catron Block
hasten to celebrate the centennial of
this glorious and transcendental
event, showing, with justifiable pride
the moral and material progress they
have attained.
"Allow me, therefore, as one of the
representatives of the nations which
commemorate that glorious deed, to
evoke the memory of the great heroes
whose effigies the guiding mind of this
monument has gathered together in
the principal gallery of this building
as in a grand and solemn assembly.
May they be a perpetual example for
the nations of America whose rapid
evolution in the sense of real progress
A Good used Piano in fine condition
Only $130.00
EYLES MUSIC CO.
The House of Quality. East Side Plaza.
TO AND from sOSWELt.. rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Connection made wltw Automobile fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
S5-- etween Tonceline at Torrance for Roswell dally, J? tad
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- - S.eU by Rese7e ?ftso0n autcwell at 4 a. m.. and arrives at Roswell Stockard.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros If you are In need of anything, try
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar a New Mexican Want Ad.
clearly appears to the eye of those
(Continued on Page Seven.)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN ans as it is of tfhe veterans of theUnion lines. Both performed prodig-
ious deeds cf courage and both should
be honored and sung as heroes.
GET BUSY!
Five thousand people is a big bunch!
A city with five thousand inhaoitants
is some pumpkins. At least, the cen-
sus enumerators have discovered this
fact. It is easy for newspapers and
patriots to claim beyond the limit for
their home towns and in their imagi-
nation to run the figures into the tens
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President. Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
R. J, PALEfl. President, J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
L, A, HUGHES, FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.
The First Rational lank
OF SAMTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
of thousands but when it conies toDaily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
Weekly, per year 2.00
Weekly, six months t. 1.00
Weekly, per quarter ; . . .75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 7iS
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00 $150X00
80.000
The New Mexican Printing can-pan-
has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus-
tices of the peace. They are especial-
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur-
ably bound, wdth leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10 inches. These books are
made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal $2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided ProfitOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.) i
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
OIL FIELDS OF NEW MEXICO, j
The oil excitement near Alamogordo j
came Out of theJ Spindletop section
came from an area of less than 100 For 45 cents additional for a singledocket, or 55 cents additional for a
transacts a general banking: business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by', any s morieyiti'ansntstingl.agency; public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months'. 6jr, years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
finding the people and putting them
on the census schedules, it is quite a
different matter. The New Mexican
is certain that Santa Fe will be disap-
pointed in the census returns. The
figures will be far below what the
more sanguine have put it and will not
even reach the estimates of the con-
firmed pessimists. This city is grow-
ing very slowly. It is true there are
many new faces in the town, but a
good many of the old faces have dis-
appeared. As long as new faces are
noticed in a town it is not a large
city; it is merely a town that in-
creases by spurts of ten or twenty jin
population and it takes a hundred tens
to make a thousand. But Santa
people should see to it that not one;of
them is omitted from the census rolls.
Those census rolls are permanent doc-
uments at Washington, and to be en-
rolled on them should be the pride of
every local citizen. The enumeration
of the town closes this week and if the
enumerator has not put you down you
should call up or write the census
supervisor and demand to know the
reason why. You have a right to be
on that census roll, it is your privilege
and an honor and you should not let
indifference or laziness rob you and
the town of this prerogative. Your
name, even if you live in a Territory,
counts as much as that of President
Taft and even President Taft would
not permit his name to go unrecorded
on this honor roll, for it is an honor
to be a resident of this glorious re-
public, and especially of this historic
city and to be recorded on the census
rolls of 1910 as such.
lOODY'S HACK LINE
public is respecfully solicited.
i3ru nruTJTjTJTrmru"U"Ln iirui nriruTijTnjinjTJTjTjanminnnuxr uini
acres.
"To explore the Sacramento basin
thoroughly ' for oil would cost $250,-00-
or twice that. Of course the ex-
penditure of this vast sum would not
be justified unless the first $10,000
or $20,000 spent should show substan-
tial indications of a commercial oil
deposit.
"The development of this field will
be comparatively cheap, for there are
no heavy rock strata to penetrate at
least down to the 1300 foot level. Ex-
perienced oil men say that the best
places to drill will be along the crest
of tOie anticline, but slightly on the
eastern slope of the crest, for they
maintain that the oil seeps and arte-
sian water of the Pecos valley in
New Mexico and Texas are but the
distant manifestations of storage un-
der pressure nearer the crest of the
anticline."
Q83333B9Q&
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tiling dene to lIalce X'a.s-eong- eiComfortable
THE GE HOTEL
mill il i
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
One of the Best Hotels in the WestFARE $5.00TripFOOLISH LEGISLATURE.
The Massachusetts legislature has Cuisine andTable Service
Unex celled
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUE
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs. F O. BROWN Aent
Phone No 23 Red
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
adopted a resolution, which, if it had
been passed by the New Mexico legis-
lature, would be regarded nothing,
short of treason. The Massachusetts '.
resolution is but an outcome of the
agitation
that has taken hold of the New Eng-
land states. Says the New York Trib-
une:
"The hope is doubtless father to the
thought in the resolutions of the Mas-
sachusetts legislature against further
expansion of the American domain by
conquest, and that hope may well be
cherished by all Americans. We know
of no considerable number of thought-
ful persons who desire any expansion
of our territory by any means, or any
war for any purpose, and we are quite
sure that a war of territorial con-
quest would be all but universally de-
precated, in whatever direction it
might be proposed. Yet. convinced as
we are of these facts, we must still re-
gard as of doubtful discretion the ben-
evolently intended recommendation of
the Massachusetts general court.
"It is obvious that the adoption by
Congress of any such act of self-deni-
would be a departure from the un
BULLY FOR THE WOMAN'S BOARD
OF TRADE.
The Woman's Board of Trade, al-
ways to the fore in every good pro-
ject for the benefit of the town, has
undertaken to place the beautiful
mural paintings of Artist Carl Lotave
in the Rito de los Frijoles room in
the Old Palace, which will also make
available to tourists a visit to the his-
toric Ben Hur room. With this ac-
complished, Santa Fe will possess an
attraction that can not be surpassed
by any city in the country, that ought
to make it as hallowed as is Stratford
on the Avon to Shakespeare lovers or
Bayreuth to Wagner followers. The
Woman's Board of Trade, unlike the
Men's Board of Trade or the Men's
Commercial Club, always succeeds in
getting what it goes after. It has un-
dertaken work, such as the building
of the public library, which the men
would have declared impossible, and
they are doing work now that would
stump the two commercial organiza-
tions of the city if they were to raise
the necessary funds. Therefore it is
not. premature to announce that in an-
other year, the Rito de los Frijoles
room will be added to the Puye room
as the banner attractions of Santa Fe.
gKMH LACOME;Proprietor
calls to mind lhat oil indications are
to be found in almost every portion
of New Mexico and that at places in
McKinley, Guadalupe, Sandoval and
San Juan counties considerable money
has been spent in development work.
Even around Santa Fe, oil indications
are plentiful but; it is with oil as with
copper, a little of it goes a long way
as far as producing indications is
concerned. There are a. number of
theories about the origin of oil in the
bosom of the earth but that much is
certain, that, an indication of oil does
not necessarily mean a producing well
in the same vicinity. The oil seems
to occur in small pockets wi well as in
big reservoirs and it is only when a
large reservoir is tapped that an oil
well becomes profitable. However, it
seems to stand to reason that where
oil indications are so general and so
widespread as in New Mexico, that
somewhere, and possibly at several
places, the geological formation is fav-
orable, there must be a great reser-
voir of oil.
Says the El Paso Herald on this
subject:
"The oil indications near Alamogor-
do are good enough to justify a strong
effort to bring about the proper ex-
ploration and development of the
field. In u geological sense, the out-
look is favorable to finding oil in
some quantity, though not necessarily
under conditions insuring commercial
success. Petroleum is practically al-
ways found in sedimentary rocks, and
usually associated with salt water.
For many years it was known as oc-
curring commercially only in shales
and sandstones, and the term "oil
sand" was generally applied to the
strata containing the oil. Subsequent-
ly oil was struck in Ohio in limestone
strata; this was entirely different
from previous experience and few
counterparts of this field have since
been found.
"Oil is almost never found in com-
mercial quantities except on what are
known geologically as "anticlines";
that is, regions where the strata have
been crumpled or bent and raised in
ridges or mounds. These anticlines
must be considered with reference to
the strata of the earth's structure and
often have little reference to the sur-
face features in any given section.
"The great basin extending some
200 miles north of El Paso between
the river ranges on the west and the
White, Sacramento, and Guadalupe
ranges on tlhe east is geologically an
anticline; that is, the strata dip to the
west in the western ranges and to
the east in the eastern ranges, show-
ing that the present basin was once
a great ridge, but has been reduced
by erosion to a depression.
"The succession of strata as shown
by the log of vhe first deep well drilled
is not unusual in oil regions.
"Some of those who went to the
scene of the 'strike' seem to have
been greatly disappointed at not find-
ing a great gushing well, flowing tons
of oil every minute with a roar like
thunder. As a matter of fact the oil
well pumping more than 30 or 40 bar-
rels a day is very unusual, and the
older wells in western New York and
Pennsylvania pump on the- - average
only a quarter barrel a day; Hie new
wells in that section pump about, three
barrels a day, and over most of the
eastern oil region five or ten barrels
per day is considered very good, while
30 to 45 barrels is most excellent in
the Illinois field, there are few flow-
ing wells and no gushers. In the
Florence, Colo, field, where the oil is
found in the cretaceous sandstone at
a depth of from 1300 to 3100 feet, the
wells pumping seven barrels a day
and upwards are termed producers
While those of less capacity are not
used at present. In the Kansas and
Indian Territory fields, now among the
KER R'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i3 years .he only
first class tonsorial parlor
in 3 anta Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, faliin hair &
other facalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Commodious Sample Rcom
Long Distance Telephone Station.
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,
FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION
FRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not to to
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtoeallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yoci
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge. "
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
We Are
'Now
Serving wait. Our increasing patronage is thebest proof that we merit yours.
Geographical considerations should
have thrown the appointment to fill
the vacancy in the United States su-
preme court to the west for none of
the members of that august body
hails from west of Illinois. But geo-
graphical considerations, are after all,
secondary, and the character of the
men on the bench is of such prime
significance that all people will hail
with delight so wise a selection as
that of Governor Hughes of New
York for the place. If ever man pos-
sessed the judicial poise and tempera-
ment, it is Governor Hughes, and his
career as a supreme court judge is
certain to be useful and of far great-
er service to the nation than it pos-
sibly could have been in a political
way. At the same time, the appoint-
ment was a wise political move for it
assures to President Taft a renomina-tio- n
to the presidency in 1912.
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPK HERRERAProprietor
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
disputed practice of the nation from
its earliest time. Most of the steps
in our more than a century of terri-
torial expansion were effected through
conquest or under threat of conquest.
The northwest territory was acquired
by conquest. Louisiana was peaceful-
ly purchased, but at the very time of
the diplomatic negotiations for the
purchase the United States was en-
listing an army and building a navy
with the unconcealed purpose of tak-
ing Louisiana by conquest if the pro-
posals for purchase failed. West Flor-
ida was practically taken by conquest
and so was East Florida, the treaty
of purchase amounting to little more
than a ratification of a fact already ac-
complished by military means. Texas
practically and New Mexico and Cali-
fornia avowedly came to us througn
conquest. These were all continental
acquisitions of territory contiguous
with the existing states and. intended
for statehood, and so were perhaps in
a different category from Porto Rico
and the Philippines, which were our
latest acquisitions and the example of
which we assume the Massachusetts
resolution chiefly deprecates.
"It may be granted that it is no long,
er the policy of this nation to engage
in wars of conquest for the sake of
conquest and annexation of territory.
Indeed, that fact cannot be too plainly
proclaimed. But neither is it its poli-
cy to tie its hands or to give uncalled
for hostages to the future. In the case
of the Philippines this country, with-
out its own seeking and against its
desire, was confronted with the al-
ternative of assuming a burdensome
and painful duty and loyally perform
fk, Co.
GROCERS
Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service,
'Where prices are lowest
for sale quality"
One Resolution to Make
It now looks as if Nemesis in the
form of Tom Taggart would overtake
Senator Beveridge. It is to be regret-
ted that this is the case, for Beveridge
after all is a Republican, although the
way he trifles with the fate of 500,000
people in the southwest entitles (him
to no consideration or even commis-
eration in his dilemma. Instead of
being candidate for the Presidency in
1912, as his fond ambition led him
to believe he would be, he may find
himself on the political junk heap and
put there by so discredited a politician
as Tom Taggart and his crowd of
tooters.
Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave. WM- - GREGG Prop.
What other 19l0Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve now that you will
trade at KAUNK & OO. the
coming year. It Is a resolu-
tion in your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-
sible prices.
HERE IS it VERY EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR !CE
NAVAJO; CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQUE POTTRRY
To what absurd length professional
etchics, when a remnant of medieval
times and not adapted to modern con-
ditions, may go, is again illustrated by
today's Associated Press dispatch re-
lating the testimony of a trained nurse
at the Hyde trial, who testified that
even though a nurse sees that a phy-
sician is wrong in his treatment and is
making mistakes that may kill the pa-
tient, she is bound by an ethical rule
not to whisper a word of warning. This
rule may? cost lives, but like the rule
that physicians should not advertise,
must be kept inviolate.
Excellent Assortments of
Burned Leather Goods
,
Burned Wooden Placques
ill Kinds of Drawn Work
....
Leather Pillows Tops w
Don't
Fail
to
Call
aid
Inspect
Many
other
articles
that
attract
Think it over isn't KAUN E
fc Co, the logical store for you
to patronizo through 1910.
ing it to the best of its ability at what-
ever cost, or of ignobly abandoning
that duty. To its honor it chose the
former course, and, despite the anxie-
ty, labor and cost thus entailed, it
has never regretted that choice. It is
earnestly to be hoped that it will nev-
er again be thus placed, but if in the
unseen exigencies of some future day
it should be, it would be deplorable
to have it by its own act bound in
advance to shirk its duty and to
choose the way of dishonor."
A consistory has been called to meet
at Rome to select twelve cardinals.
One or two of the Red Hats should
go to the United States but on ac-
count of the recent unpleasant inci-
dents in which eminent Americans
figured, it is quite unlikely that the
honor will come this way. As usual,
the majority of the cardinalates will
go to Italian princes of the church
as is natural, for the Vatican is sit-
uated in Italy, and Rome is the Eter-
nal City of the dhurch.
greatest producing regions of the
world, the oil is found in shales and
windslones. At Jennings, La., the oil
cornea from a depth of 1800 feet, while
at Boulder, Colo., the producing wells
penetrate to a depth of 2850 feet.
"These figures indicate that experi-
mental wells in the Sacramento basin
ffliould be driven down 3000 feet or
more so as thoroughly to explore the
country. Moreover, the exploration
work should not stop until 100 or 200
wells have been drilled in the basin.
It way often happen in the most suc-
cessful producing fields that a well
drilled a few feet from a good pro-
ducer will prove wortnless. Many a
well which merely 'smells like oil'
wihen first drilled has become a pro-
ducer after being 'shot' by exploding
dynamite in the bottom to break up
the sand and sand rock.
"The average oil field is small in ex-
tent, but the fields are 'spotty' over
wide areas. East Texas, for Instance,
has a dozen or more producing fields,
but practically all the oil that ever
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S, CANDELARIO Proprietor
'
301-30- 3 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N, M.
H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY :
PHONE 26
Tlie gathering of Confederate vet-
erans today at Mobile, Alabama,,
brings to mind the strenuous and
stormy days of the early sixties. Sec-
tional feeling has vanished so com-
pletely and the bloody shirt has been
buried so deep, that the present gen-
eration of the North is as proud of
the valor of the Confederate veter- - o IIP
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MSSOKX EZaKSBEBESPUT IT IN THE BANfCfe ! DCDCnwAi sue m? info B HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!0 iMANT HAVE LOSlgi f BY HIDING. IT,
"Put a Lie Tires
Kf4! Fa$. Jury r r U1E a
EeascD.Your Homein
Ml!
Colin Tinimon, of Mexico City, is at
Gregg's hotel.
.1. W. Bailey of San Antonio, Texas,
is at the Coronado.
Mr.. F. X. Fish of Embudo, Taos
county, is at the Claire.
K. O. McEwen of Detroit, Mich., is
a sightseer in the city.
R. S. Herbert, a meat salesman from
Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
M. Manzer. a mining man of Pueblo,
Colo., is at ihe Palace hotel.
A. B. McGaffey, a lumber dealer of
Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
Rev. Samuel Magill of Raton, is a'
visitor in the Capital today.
Mrs. L. F. Nohl and son of Espa-nol-
are guests at the Claire hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bishop have
returned from a long vacation spent
in California.
Judge Edward A. Mann came up
this afternoon from Albuquerque on
legal business. .....'
Governor William .1. Mills left this
morning on an official business trip
to Albuquerque.
John W. Sullivan, manager in charge
of the coal mines at Hagan, Sandoval
county, is in town.
Miss Harrison, of Pecos and who
has been teaching school in Lincoln,
is registered at the Palace hotel.
F. B. White, representing the Rem-
ington Typewriter Company, and who
travels out of El Paso, is at the Claire
hotel. .
Associate District Forester E. H.
Clapp left Albuquerque last evening
on an official trip to Washington, D.
C.
.7. H. Remington, of Denver: M. P.
THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
lajting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-
SHINE" inside finishes,
When ycu paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white
lead and FURE linseed oil, a ccmbination that lasts
for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stercils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
, When you HIDE 'YOUR MOXEY at- - e you not always SCARED? You will
act so that people will know you.. have money and follow you, and find
'out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
Besides, money draws interest in o ur bank and makes you MORE
MONEY. Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
Meddersof Salt Lake City; J. A. Sar-
gent of New York City, and H. N. SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.Scholl, are traveling men calling onthe trade here today.
Civil Engineer John L. Zimmerman.
O- - C- - WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)
REAL ESTATE
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
Valley's absolutely sure.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.
INSURANCE
. H. Comstock and W. M. Potsch, Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.all of Las Vegas, are registered at the
Claire hotel. Zimmerman was for- -
merly a resident of Santa Fe.
quiet; territory and western modi-diums- ,
2224; fine mediums, lSf20;
fine, 1114.
LIVESTOCK.
IVunuel R. Otero, the register at the
local land office, has returned from Al-- !
buquerque whither he was called by
the illness of his wife. He found her
much improved, however.
; Samuel S. Swenning district forest- -
er of Medford, Oregon, is in the city.
119 San Francisco St. Kansas City, April 26. Cattle ReFor full particulars call or Dhnno Cart Kn 48Qaddress the above company lllUllO. IlCU HU. 103
R,ESOLVED- -
A pretty Ribbon will
DECORATE ANY DRESS OR
ANY TH!N. VE DoN'T Fay
ENOUGH ATTENTION To
ceipts 9,000, including 500 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $6.."0fl!
S.30; southern steers $o. 73? 7.75;. - --
";ii Theodore S. Woolsey and J. H. Alli-son, of the forestry service and withoffices at Albuquerque are also here
on forestry matters.
sLmuieni cows i o?t ( ; native cows
and heifers stockers andWagner Undertaking Establishment TKEJiW-LTteC-S- ROWfeeders $4,7357; bulls $4.756.50;HE Mrs. L. Bradford Prince of this
city has been again honored by being! calves $48-7- western steers $G8;Dealers in Furniture WOULD A MAM LCO;U,!iTH-Ldfff- K
OUT A tLXKTlp SEE OUMrALSO chosen state wehlel n cows H-'- oM :a.regent for New Mexicoj of the Daughters of the American i Hogs Receipts 8.000. Market 5
Revolution, a position she has held to 10 higher. Bulk $9.23f; 9.45; heavyifor many years. Mrs. Nettie A. Ash-- ! packers and butchers
n KHsw ;iddui lk or) cVAsr!FINE LINE OF FOR THE HOUSECarpets and Rugs -
enfelter of Silver City was chosen
j vice-regen- t.
"Henry S. Graves, the new chief of
j the bureau of forestry, left last night
ifor the Grand Canon. He was ac-
companied by Arthur Ringland dis
$9.300? 9.43; light $8.759.40; pigs $8
8.75.
Sheep Receipts 7,000. Market
steady. Muttons ?6f 8.30; lambs $8.25
(?i9.75; fed western wethers and year-
lings $79; fed western ewes $Cf(8.
Chicago, 111., April 20. Cattle Re- -
All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tiae assortment of desks, chairs, table
and hat racks. Wagner folding go-car- ts for the babies.
Tney are GREJVT!!
Look over our stocir and see ff there isn't
something to interest you.
' I KX BUSTER BROUW 'BSm
' y W v iiil Pakm VTn V ' i- -y
trict supervisor. Mr. Graves will vis- -
it all district offices in the west be-- ! C(3irts, 3,000. Market, slow and steady.
fore returning to Washington.- - Albu-
Ornamental Doors.
Beeves $a.758.50; Texas steers $4.75
(&G.25; western steers $5.00C.8O;
stockers and feeders $3.80fiG.75; cows
and heifers $2.80(7? 7.40; calves $0.75(6)
8.50.
Hogs Receipts, 8,000; market, 5
querque Morning Journal.
These have registered at the His-
torical Society's rooms: T. Brocklett,
El Paso; Edward Irvins, Pittsburg; F.
S. Blackmer, Chicago; C. L. Lloyd,13. 1 ' S
lit F1 TTft
I 3 Jfl i 1
&ast L,as Vegas; F. F. McLaughlin,! cents higher. Light $9.30ff9.C5; mix-H-
Springs, Va.; Miss Edith Marrlon, j ed $9 309.C7 1-- heavy $9.30??9.70;
Rochester, X. Y.; B. E. Harvey, Cum- - rough $9.309.45; good to choicebeiiand, Md.; S. H. Burch, Albuquer- - heavy $9.45(7?9.70- - ,v5 t nnffi o nr.- -mm que; F. E. Burke. Oklahoma bulk of sales $9.50(7?9.55.
1 1.'i Ml i i MlSheep Receipts, 8,000; market,l
steady. Natives $4.50(i?8.25; western
;i$3.00S.25; yearlings $7.25 8.50;
lambs native $7.509.70; western $S
9.70.mmm
Captain J. P. O'Conner and Doctor
Rivera are home from a trip through
the Espanola valley as far north as
Lyden. They found the valley beauti-
ful to look upon and apparently very
prosperous, with a good fruit crop cer-
tain and more land than ever being
put under plow while the Rio Grande
was assuming its usual spring flood
proportions.
FOR, THE .SAME REASON THAT NATURE
MAKEJ THE rLoWER.,5, FACTORIES MAKE
RIBBONS FOR ORNAMENT.. Do YOU NOT
LIKE BETTER THE BIRD OF BRI6HT PLUMAGE
AND DO YOU NOT WI.SH To BRIGHTEN YOUR
ATTIRE WITH BEAUTIFUL RIBBONS?
OUR'LINE INEW FREJH
AND PRICED ARE RIGHT.
MARKET REPORT
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular andfree from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, soit can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke archi-
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
Charles W. Dudrow
WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Every-
thing that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities. v
STRIPLING-BORKOI- S & Company.
Where your dollar buys the most. ;i
W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
The New Mexican Filming com-
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus-
tices of the peace. They are especial-
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur-
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10 inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
hook, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To inLoduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal $2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.0C
For 45 cents additional for a singln
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
Dlalnly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 26. Call money
2 3 per cent; Prime mercantile
paper 4 4 5 per cent; Mexican do-
llars 44; Amalgamated 73 Atchi-
son 110 3-- New York Central 1201-8- ;
Reading 1613-8- ; Southern Pacific
122 Union Pacific 1S2; Steel
82 7-- pfd. 1191-2- .
New York, April 20. Lead, dull,
$4.354.60; copper,, weak, standard
spot $12.2512.50; silver 53
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., April 2C WheatMay108 8 July 1013-4- .
Corn May 591-- 8
Oats May 421-S(ftl-- July 401-- 8
l--
Pork May 21.15; July 21.3021.35.
Lard May 12.12-1-- July 11.971-2- .
Ribs May 11.90;; July il.75.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., April 266. Wool,
Unsurpassed Chocolates CLARENDON
GARDEN
cut Flowers, wedding
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS. CHOICE APPLES NOW.Lsras Made in New Mexico.
FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
om.YAAT FISCHER DRUE COMPANY AsbAKM A
CLARENDON POULTRY Yards gl1,j;fa-rjrd-
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and Wliite Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.EGGS FOK HATCHING. A few ehoicercoekerels for sale
If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican W7ant Ad.
Y 24 Hdiir Electric ervicend andmm n and 'After MarehIst.
Wire up :i'tnU Aattr 4ltan&G Tlli,s space next week for Electric IronspiaCeS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa Fe Water AND Light Company
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nnrc r jyTO-NIGH- TSt. Louis Rocky 1. k
iff!Pacific Railway Company.
them jet alive, are not good enough
for citizenship now.
Very much to my surprise you
praise the conduct of the Arizona
Democratic legislature in disfranchis-
ing men who in every possible respect
are as good if not better men, than the
members of that body. In his history
of Xew Mexico, Governor Prince says:
"By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
(which was negotiated at the close of
the Mexican war), all inhabitants of
Xew Mexico, except those who chose
formally to retain the character of
Mexican citizens, becanle cizens of
the United States with the same rights
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
that it safe-guard- s the future health of the mothe.. It is a
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
PASSENGER SCHEDULE JOHN CHINAMANIS CONSERVATIVE.
In ftU'i-- l Varcii 1st lyitl iKcad I'p)i. Ui'ud 'own
STATluNaMiles
1, .. lies Moines, N. M ...Ar
Everyone knows how intensely con-
servative the Chinainan is. Xothing
short of a charge of dynamitewill get
a new idea into his head, and though
t'apulin
and ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervous-
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.Write for our fren 'jook for expectant mothers.
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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and privileges as all other citizens.
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'minintrliiuiiUr. Clifton House X. M I.v ,...'
'his rulers may be cautiously tinkering
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10 00
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but. win at aid mis nign, niigiuy nuuj .."innovations, John Chmaman him-the- vof Democratic statesmen (?) do when !wifh
enacted their disfranchising law? ,st:lf stm contentedly along the
Whv with unheard of impudence thev paths. You may demon- -
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smiles and goes his own way, con-
vinced that you are only another of
the mad "foreign devils." It is typi-
cal of Chinese rural life that the
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were declared citizens by that sacred
instrument. There are numbers of
those men yet alive, but although they
have been citizens for over half a cen-
tury they have been disfranchised
now. But we have confidence in the
Republican Congress and believe it
will do us justice.
A. L. MORRISOX.
(In the Chicago Inter-Ocean- .)
Prescott, Ariz., April C.
farmer should use the primitive, inef-
ficient wooden plough that has been
in use in the country for thousands of
years probably without any altera-
tion of pattern. Such ploughs as these
"One Country, One Language."
To the Editor Permit me, as a resi-
dent of Xew Mexico for almost, twenty-fiv- e
years, to make a few comments
on your editorial under the caption:
'One County. One Language.' Your
argument in favor of other h
speaking peoples and against
speaking Xew Mexicans is the
merest special pleading, and to my
mind is unworthy of the usual broad
minded Inter-Ocean- . And more, it is
partly untrue.
When you give as one reason that
one may always see on the banks of
the Yangtze-kian- g river. Wide World
Connects wit h K. 1'. A S. W. Ry, train No. 121 nr riving In liawson, N, M. Hi 6:15 p. in.iConiu'ct.s with K.t'.tvS.W. liy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N,M. at 9:55 a. in .
SStatie for Van Houten N. M, metis trains at Preston M.
CAS. trains arrive anil depart from 1 leMolnes as follow :NORTH KOVNH: SOUTH KOUN!
No. 1, 4.48 a. in. No, 8. 10 44 a. in.
No. 7.6 49 p. in. No, 2. 11 11 p, in.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. K. Ey.at Raton and Preston wit h C, & S. Ry . atlies Moines K P, S. W. Uy. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A-- Northwestern at
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
V'te Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
P.aldy Hlaek Lakes, Ctrro. Kli.aliethtown. Lobo, Q.uesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
KiverCity, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Haily. 1'FlaK, tlmily except Sunday
Magazine.The Sound Sleep of Good Health
The restorative power of sound
sleep can not be over estimated and
any ailment that prevents it is a men-
ace to health. J. L. Southers, Eauthe Xew Mexican people do not sup
port newsnaners of note, von are in Claire. Wis., says: 'For a long timeJ. VAN HOUTEN, F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M., G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. f Raton, N. M.
E. J. DEDMAN,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney and bladder troub-
le not beond the reach ot medicine.
No medicine can do more. Sold by
Stripling-Burrom- s Co.
FRATERHAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.
Palace.
M. Manser, Pueblo, Colo.; Samuel
S. Swenning, Medford, Ore.; Edward
G. Vehaben, Alamosa; M. Case, Tres
Piedras; Miss Harrison, Pecos; R. S.
Herbert, Las Vegas; Theodore S.
Woolsey, J. H. Allison, Albuquerque;
.1. E. Wonden, Erie; A. B. MeGalfey,
Albuquerque.
Claire.
Mrs. F. X. Fish, Embuclo; John L.
Zimmerman, V. H. Comstock, M. W.
Potsch, I,as Vegas; Mrs. L. F. Xohl,
and son, Espanola; J. H. Remington,
Denver; M. P. Medders, Salt Lake
City; J. A. Sargent, New York; Sam-
uel Magil!, Raton; J. S. Russell, Roy;
H. X. Scholl, Xew York City; H. S.
Forsythe, E. D. Weichsel, Denver; F.
B. White, El Paso; J. W. Gouin, Wind
River; Frank F. Jennings, J. W. Hail,
Willard.
Gregg.
Colin Timmon, Mexico; K. O. Mc-Ewe-
Detroit, Mich; John W. Sulli-
van, Hagan; W. P. Midder, Salt Lake
City; J. H. Remington, Denver; H. r,
City; A. M. Hammond, Las
Vegas.
Coronado.
J, W. Bailey, San Antonio, Texas;
Joseph Rangel, Albuquerque; A. J.
Singleton, E. W. Pritchard, Denver;
G. D. Williamson, Xeedles, Cal.;
Claude Black, Stanley; D. H. Hallo-way- ,
Estancia; M. Wilton, Denver.
error, as to my own knowledge they I have been unable to sleep soundly
do support several such papers. And nights, because of pains across my
in their praise it must be said that not back and soreness of my kidneys. My
one of them advocates the infernal appetite was very poor and my
of anarchy, as some of the eral condition was much run down. I
papers you refer to do. So far as my have been taking Foley's Kidney Pills
experience goes, and from intimate but a short time and now sleep as
acquaintance wiih our people, I have S0Und as a rock. I eat and enjoy my
never seen nor heard of a Xew Mexi- - meals, and my general condition is
can anarchist. On the other hand I creatlv improved. I can honestlyhave often read in the Inter Ocean and commend Foley's Kidnely Pills as I
other eastern papers of large proces me." Sold by
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. P. & A. M. Reg
ular communicationa
first Monday of eacir
month a Masonic haii
at 7.30 m.
H. H. TORMAN,
know they have cured
Stripling-Burrow- s Co.
TEXAS INDUSTRIAL
CONGRESS IS A
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUIl FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
Acting Master.
McCORD, Secretary.ALAN R.
Will Disseminate Information ReIt
sions marching through your streets
under the red flag the symbol of
murder and incendiarism and if I am
not mistaken, it has been found nec-
essary to forbid the carrying of this
red flag, to break up such processions,
silence anarchistic speakers and dis-
perse their meetings. But up to date
I have not heard of such wretches be-
ing disfranchised, even when they do
not speak the English language. Why
is this thus?
i!
garding Southwestern Resources
Development and Laws.
San Antonio, Texas, April 26 Per-
manent organization and the adoption
of a platform eloquent of twentieth
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M. Regular con-
vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
HALLEY'S COMET SEVENTY- -
FIVE YEARS AGO.
centurv nroerams have been the re- -
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.Awe Inspiring, Glorious Sight Recalled
I have read in the Inter Ocean daily sult of the first conference of the Tex- -
, exposures of wholesale public plunder as industrial Congress, just held in
by d servants of the people in tihis ciiy The piatform advocates the
Chicago, Pittsburg, Philadelphia and dissemination of information on Tex- -
by Aged Matron Who Remem-
bers the Event Very Well. Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
For Rates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.
other eastern cities. I am almost sure as iaws and resources, the develop- -
Spokane, Wash., April 20 "When I that I have read somewhere that some ment 0f its natural opportunities on a
read in the newspapers today of the of those thieves have been indicted, rational basis, the spreading of h
of Hallcy's comet, I look but I have not seen a single suggestion njcai education, especially in agricul-bac- k
75 years and see it again that that these wretches should be dis- - ture pursuits, and the encouragement
great and awful, mysterious some- - franchised. I .suppose the fact that 0f rironer immigration. Amonsr the
thing hanging up there with its head th(?y can sl)eak and 'rite the English recommendations made is the estab- -
toward the east and its measureless language wen enougn to enable them Hshment of a bureau of statistics un-trai-
reaching nut as far as the eye to perpetrate their villanies, is suffi- - der the Texas denartment of agricul
could see before it .went down behind cient to condone their stealings and ture, a state geological department
the mountains." ' save tnem rom disfranchisement. It and several minor matters.
Mrs Margaret .Tassv wife of John x, 1 1 R. J. Klegerg of Kingsville, a Texasew yfexlc0 or Arizona, in proportion ,.. -THE H. Jaggy of Vancouver, Wash., who is tQ Qur popuatiou we woud be de. best type, has been elected presidentvisiting relatives in bpoKane, maue nounced as outlaws, absolutely unfit
this observation when told that the fm. fUipnchi,-- , nll(t rnnomionH,. of the organization. The other offiin -
visitor she saw at Mollis, in the can worthy of association with vour Buss- -DEMEM R10GRANDER.P.. cers are DeWitt C. Dunn, Houston,treasurer; and John H. Kirby, Hous-ton, chairman of the executive com-
mittee. The organization is divided
into districts each of which furnishes
one and a number of
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32. '
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the sec-
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome. A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-
ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
ffon committeemen.
yon of Glarns, Switzerland, in 1835, is es Colemans and their highly respec- -
racing along at the rate of 1G miles a table companions. But although we
second. Mrs. Jaggy is 84 years of age, are free from such rascalities, we are
being born in Switzerland on January guilty of a more wicked crime, t,
20, 1826. our ignorance of the English language.
"I was a school girl of nine years - Now et us see who is to bame for
when the entire population of Mollis tnis ignorance? Why, the American
was startled by the wonderful sight, government. If the government had
which spanned the heavens as far as spent in education during the entire
the eye could reach," Mrs. Jaggy said half century since New Mexico was
Read the pain lormuia on the hox ofONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
Doctor if there is a better one. Pain
rv Anns nrApfinti V A tirnppnrrt! ,1 17i,;n oftc lv.1.. j .1.. mua i.uufecouuOF - .u.u.y .a lu uie uuueu mates Bomewnere. Dr. shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets check head pains, womanly
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
tvcuiug liic jjtwiv ,cmi ii ju ..w ci .a iiiuv.ii ao iiao uctrii bptuiL in luc run- -
streets to behold with fear and tremb- - ippines during their twelve years un-lin- g
the glorious sight, der our flag, it is safe to say that see! 20 for 20c. sold by stripnng- -
and wondered what would befall the English would be well understood by BUrr0ws Co '
earth in sonsequence of it: Some said our present generation of Spanish-- ,
pestilence; some said war, but most Americans. But as you undoubtedly
know, our government has never ex SIR BENJAMIN STONE'SPORTRAIT OF MARK TWAIN
FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
of them talked about the great judg-
ment day and the end of the world.
"I shall never foregt my childish
wonderment as to how that great thing
pended one cent in educating these
good people, although millions have
been squandered in educating (?) the
It- - is difficult for Sir Benjamin
Stone, the . British Parliamentarian
TO could hang up there without falling wild Indians, nearly all of whom drift who has photographed more famous
down on us, and when I told my grand- - back to their pueblos and reservations persons than any professional photog-mothe- r
that I feared the end of thd and fa back int heir original half rapher, to say which is his best in- -nnrtro i f lint Vi a 'f'hinl.--e TQ "Viaa
world, she used to say that I need not savage state.
fear the Lord, for when he came he Now, in justice to the Spanish-woul- d
bring the millennium with him, Americans, let us see what they are
and even the wild . animals would lie ing fr education among themselves,
down and eat hay with our goats. j Out of their scanty means they are,
"And I presume on account of the and have been for many years, main- -
Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SEALING DATES
March 1st. to April i5th
UI T 1U UU1 jyVJl llUtl,) VltV 11 LUiUILO 1J UIH')
rarely made more success than with
Mark Twain. His leonine head that
white shock of hair stood out bravely
'
against the dark ground. It is of this
photograph that Mark Twain said, on
his return to New York: "Amongst'heantifnl stnrv nf tho millennium in taming nrst Class Dl'OUiers, Sistersj . . . . other honors heaned nnon me hv Ene- -connection with the wonderful comet auQ paiocmai scuoois, in wnicn tne lifehI"ea that ofwas being photo- -English language is taught in all itsthe impression on memory was somy . . graphed in Parliament. I am not a
vivid it never faded, neither the comet branches, and m addition thereto mber
cheerfully pay their taxes for the Member T conSss SSnor the story of the millennium, and
it (J- W Ulld uu; 1 lUlb IU 'lUU XJ HIV
millennium and to remember the time
any fellow-America- n suggested that I
should be photographed in Congress?,
No. I blush to say that they have not.
And vM hpra ia n hnnnr that mieht
the Greeks, or Italians, whose cause
you so eloquently advocate, show as
good a record as this?
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
VIA
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
when in childish heart the comet ceas-
ed to scare me. After it was all gone,
I really wondered what other place In addition to this I may state that without risk be bestowed on any great:
Where the norri1 custom of divorce (whichwas going to be scared by it man. And yet it was not bestowed,
rn Wafihlmrfnn TpfPprsnn nr T.inpnln 'is eating the life out of American soI.oavlnn Santa Ke 8,4B a. m.
Arriving lti Paso 10,40 p. Dj,
RETURNING
Leaving El Faso8.00 a. m,
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 p m.
did it go ?
j "I have told my children and their
children so often about this comet,
they are not surprised to read of it in
the newspapers and are looking toward
its appearance with wofider."
ciety) is almost unknown thoseamong Twhen saw pn0tOgraph, with, the
good people. Mother of Parliaments in the back- -
But some of your intelligent readers ground, and realized my advancing
may say: "What good is all this, when years, I said to myself, 'Here are two
these people are not patriotic, nor noble monuments of antiquity two !
Summer Excursion Rates
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,
$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO
$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or
SEATTLE,
$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and
VICTORIA B.C.
; $55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
loyal to tne American nag." . Permit shining examples of the survival ofMrs. Jaggey came to America in
1S52 and settled in Buffalo, where she me a few words 011 that Phase of tne the fittest." From "Sir Benjamin
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif ., and
points ia Somhern New Mexico and ArizoLa on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST
T i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.1 ralll 111). 4 Arrive at Kansas Oity 6,50 p. m. next dayArriveatOiiicago8.20a.m.2nddny
E. P. & S W and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pjllmm and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
J.P.LYNG,
HgSBSIKZS
-- '
,
i City Freight & Passenger Agent,
married John H. Jaggy in 1S57. They subJect- -
' Stone and,His Sitters" in the May
came to Washington in territorial When the Civil War broke out New Strand. .
days. She is a wonderfully alert wo- - Mexico had been only about fifteen
man for her age and tends the flowers years under, our government, and yet' JJjj Wjne or (fag FIOWBr?
on two corner lots at her home in Van- - when a cal1 was made on them for me 1 shW a huge and loathsome sty.
couver. She looks forward with great xjx,rf itouuuu ucchuh, u.u nuuciuttuiuvcvi noiivniug owmc
anticipation to the day when Halley'a t- tri Trj i Ti7rirt hannnpr Rrirwlrf1 tri nnQtrfl arAtho XVailV-li- , V cli VUUC HliU UlUtT UitLLlS - - ..comet "will become visible to p j u . j me eve:naked eye. And, she sajs with ,:.1 Then spoke a voice. "Behold the sovrcesoldiers, and, although probably not oflard!"great glee, "I believe I will be able to
see it without my glasses."
one in a hundred could speak the
lish language, none of them were re-
jected on that account. In addition
thereto they have participated in ev
I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first
One glistening mass of roses pure and
white,
With dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage
nursed;,
.''
And, as I lingered o'er the lovely sight,
The summer breeze, that cooled that
Good results always follow the use
of Foley's Kidney Pills. They give
FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
ery Indian war, very often without
The New Moxrca.i Printing Com"
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for jscbool
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
md merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
prompt relief in all cases of kidney compensation of any kind. They were
and bladder disorders, are healing, g0od enough for soldiers then; but
Return Limit, three months fromdate of sale. Call on address,H. 8, I.UTZ, AirontSanta Fe, N.M.Southern scene,strengtnening and anti-septi- try according to your reasoning, those whispered, " Behold the source ofthem. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s Co. same men, and there are many of - COTTOLENB!". '
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BUREAU OF AMERI-
CAN REPUBLICS.
HOW MANY COLORS CAN
YOU SEE IN A RAINBOW? Professional CarosJ WANTSTHE DETECTION OFBLOOD GUILT.People often wonder why it is thatexperts, when giving evidence i"court, can so confidently affirm that a
certain substance removed from
(Continued From Page Three.)
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
rum ii iorty stand- -who study
point permitting the great trail of clothes, weapons, and so on consists ood HomePAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
range for
Manhattan
Comfort
, 2:::; w.tneir onwarci marcn to oe iouu, a0f blood, although the suspected par- - ! sab' at once; $2wSanta Fe, ...it is said of the aeronaut, wno on ns-itie- s declare it to be rust or red naint. New Mexico Ave.
ing in the air views the great cur-
rents of the ocean.
The determination of the truth is,
however, a matter of. similar prepara- -
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-La- j..TO RENT A we!! furnished
rocni with us' of Vi.h. Lady
front
pr -
MUMMIFIED HEADS
GETTING SCARCE.
Mummified heads of Sown American
Indians belong to a tribe livin? on the
slopes of the Andes, near Quito, in
Ecuador, once so easily purchased, arc
extremely scarce. The
bead is shrunk by some seccrt process
known only to the natives, being thus
reduced from life size nine or ten
inches from tip of chin to top of head
to five inches. The curious thing is
that the head can be reduced in this
fashion without destroying the fea-
tures. These heads some of which
are of great antiquity are now almcst
itniK)ssibIe to procure. Their sale is
forbidden by law, as the large prices
they fetched tempted unscrupulous
Indians to produce "green" ones.
Wide World Magazine.
umce: matron ii ock i
Inquire at office,Santa Fe, .... xew Mexice sf
Chas. F. Easley, Chas. R. Easley. FOR SALIC Phaeton in good repairSanta Fe. Estancia. and newly paintid. Price $30.00. Wil- -
EASLEY & EASLEY, 'Hams & Rising. San Francisco street.
Attorneys at Law. j
j WAXTED Experienced, English- -
RENEHAN &. DAVIBS I Spanish stenographer, apply Occident- -
A. B. Renehan E. P. Davietal Life Insurance Company, Albuquer- -
Attorneys-at-La- w j que, X. M.
"Let us earnestly hope, ladies and tion and miscroscopical observation
gentlemen, that the dedication of the j which is absolutely infallible for e
of the American Republics may sons which I will give,
be the starting point of a new era of The reader probably learnt at school
greater mutual esteem, ever more and that all human blood consists of two
more hearty among the nations of kinds of densely-packe- d globules in-th- is
hemisphere, merging their differ-- 1 visible to the naked eye, called cor-enc-
in a common ideal of Peace, puscles, white and red, floating or sus-Justi-
and Progress in the same man- - pended in a liquid. 1 doubt whether
ner where the architects have so beau- - one person in a million apart from
tifully succeeded in harmonizing in those who study such topics has any
this building with exquisite art thejreal idea of the minuteness of these
severity and grandeur of the Ameri- - j objects. It is useless to say, for in-ca- n
people with the grace and that ten million of the rea
gance of the Latin American soul.'' (corpuscles will cover a square inch if
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and ImprovementLETTER LIST. specialty. Office in Catron Block.
List of letters remaining uncalled ! Santa Xew Mexico Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
- Michael, Real Estate.
w PRir.HARn . .
laid out quite flat.
It is the function of the white cor-
puscles to consume the bacteria and
Address of Secretary Knox.
Washington April 26. The
of state, Philander C. Knox, chair- - Attorney and Consellor-at-La-Practice in all the District Courts
CIGAR SALESMAN' WANTED Ex-
perience unnecessary. Sel' our brands
to the rettaii trade. Big pay. Writej and gives special attention to casesbefore the Territorial Supreme Court. for full particulars at once. Globe
J Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, X. M. j Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
man of the governing board bacilli that enter the blood, and they
of the International Bureau of Ameri- - are actually alive. The red discs con-ca- n
Republics, speaking on the occa-jtai- n the iron of the blood. This much
sion of the dedication of the new enables us to proceed with understand-buildin-
of the bureau here today, ing.
lauded the work of bringing into clos- - I squeeze a mere drop from a noedle-e- r
relationship the republics of the prick in my finger on a slide. At
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces. - - - New Mexico
Americas. He saiii:
"I feel that I am especially privileg-
ed in taking part in the auspicious
ceremony of the dedication of the
first all the globules and discs are
fairly well definied, though it is usual
to add a drop of water, or a chemical
solution, to separate them and render
FOR RENT In most delightful part
of city, d house with
i cellar; new bath, electric lights,
telephone, aero of rich garden.
; young orchard, small fruits,
city and acequia water, yards for 200
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
Dunning to ne aevoieu to tne cause them cl(,aivr- - slowly the drop stif-o- f
peace and good will between re- - fens the flrnlnpss (.oi,,meucing at the
publics of Latin America. It is morel (whJch js than pl8ewhere)than a privilege it is a duty incum-- j and Mroce(,cH inwa,.us. Within a
Light is caused by very small waves
which are similar to those of the sea.
There are light waves of different mag-
nitudes; they differ from each other
as a big wave on the sea differs from
a small wave on a pond. The largest
waves give rise to the sensation of red
the smallest to violet.
If we look at a rainbow, or the solar
spectrum produced by a prism, we see
the waves arranged in a regular ser-
ies red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
and violet. We also know that there
are larger waves below the red and
smaller waves above the violet, but
these are invisible to the eye.
Persons possessing very acute color
perception can recognize seven colors
in the spectrum, but I have never met
with a person who could see more
than that number. Therefore, though
there are really millions of waves,
each differing, we can only see six, or
at most seven, definite points of differ-
ence.
I have alluded to the fact that be-
low the red and above the violet there
are other waves of a similar charac-
ter, but invisible. We should, there-
fore, expect that people would differ
as to the points where they first recog-
nized color, just as they differ in their
ability to recognize very low and very
(high notes. This is the case; whilst
one person will see the whole of the
red (or the violet) in the rainbow,
another will only see half of it the
remainder being totally invisible. In
other cases the visible spectrum com-
mences at the orange. A person of
this kind will look at a red light,
wlhich is simply blinding in its intens-
ity, and declare that the room is ab-
solutely dark.
It is obvious that a man who can-
not see a red light at all is not fit to
guide a vessel, when it is by the
recognition of the red lights of other
boats that collisions are avoided.
The second class of the color-blin- d
are Whose who see five or less colors
in the spectrum instead of six. In the
first degree of color-blindnes- five in-
stead of six distinct colors are seen,
orange having disappeared as a defin-
ite color. In the next degree only four
colors are seen, blue 'being no longer
recognized as a distinct color. Per-
sons included in the above two de-
grees may, for all practical purposes,
be regarded as normal-sighted- .
In the next degree three colors only
are seen. Yellow is not recognized as
a definite color; it is called "greenish
red." A person belonging to this class
of the color-blin- d told me that a red
clover field in full blossom had to
Ihim an exactly similar appearance to
the yellow of the spectrum.
The green disappears in the next
degree, only two colors being seen in
the spectrum or rainbow. Less and
less difference is seen between any
part of the spectrum in increasing
degrees of color-blindnes- until only
the ends of the spectrum are recog-
nized as being different.
Finally, the spectrum appears one
uniform color, the individual being
totally color-blind- . Dr. Edridge-Gree-
in the May Strand.
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico
.
"
.
" '
.
' " short time it has wholly congealed.trie i.nitea states in tne great woiKir,,, .
. . , . .. .
. , , edge is faintly trilled, while tuft
Any lady reader of this paper will
i receive, on request, a clever "No-- '
Drip" Coffee Strainer Coupon privi-
lege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-
Practices in the Supreme and Dls
Wiinu It ia luiaaiun ui tiic niir'i
national Bureau of the American
to accomplish and to give re-
newed assurance, if such be needed,
of the earnest and unselfish purpose
like, dargen lines, the fibrin, are ob-
servable near it. The lengths of the
tufts increase toward the center of the
spot, in the vicinity of which there
are comparatively large cracks diviu- -
It is silver plated, very pretty, andmet Courts of the Territory, in the
nf the Ant nnrl nennle of the!
i positively prevents all dripping of tea
or coffee. The Doctor sends it, with
i his new free book on "Health Coffee"
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.United States, to do all that lies with-in- the fl,m int llates like those on
in their power toward the fulfillment ,a tortoise's back. Xo beads are then simply to introduce this clever subLas Cruces New Mexicopresent. This feature of itself affords stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
! Health Coffee is gaining its great pop- -WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
u'arity because of: first its exquisite
taite and flavor- - second, its absolute
hcalthf illness; third, its economvTaos
of the high task set before you.
"The great movements of the peo-
ple of the earth looking to closer as-
sociation and truer kinship are often
slow of realization. Such movements
spring from within. They are not
arbitrarily imposed by outward forces.
Their primary impulse is the growing
conviction of neighboring communi-
ties that the development and pros
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
in., for the week ending April 23, 1910.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
Adams, R.
Abeyta. Miguel.
Apodaca, .Tuan.
Apodaca, Francis.
Apodaca. Ester B.
Bach, Beatrice A.
Black, Harry.
Bourne, Leroy O.
Baca, L. X.
Borrego, Trinidad.
Campos, Jesus Ma.
Chavez, Frank G. D. Z.
Eitzen, Walter.
Fredericks, Lillian P.
Greiner, Tony.
Gallegos, Onofre Espinosa.
Gallegos, Aduardo.
Gallegos, Earnest.
Gonzales, Enearnacion Cde.
Hanson, Hans.
Herald, Francisquita.
Hererra, Corlota.
Hererra, Epripina.
King, Reginald.
Kiniinick, Jesse.
Lujan, Enfemia R.
Lticero, Andres.
Mason, Mrs. S. E.
Miller, Mrs. Alice.
Mitchell, J. D.
McSpadden, .T. B.
Martin, Panfilo.
Newman, Will J.
Nelson, A.
Olmstead, E. A.
Ortiz. Sot era G. de.
Pruett, C. E.
Pachec'o, Valentin.
Ramirez, Francisco.
Rodgers, Renetta.
Russel, Dr. Chester.
Rael, Isabel, (2).
Rodrigues, Antonita.
Salazar, Ruben.
Segura, T. A.
Sanches, Julia.
Taylor, Henry.
Townsend, Mrs. Walter.
Towner, Mrs.
Watson, Jack, (2).
White, Gertrude.
With row, W. R.
Walker, Frederick.
Wood, James A.
Wrolfinger, Louis F.
Yepa, William A.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE.
New Mexico ; i 23c; fourth, its convenience.
a good clue to the cleverer analysis if
the substance is not too old. I wait
till next, day before making the tests.
The dried blood is eventually loos-
ened with a thin, sharp knife blade
and comes away like a fleck of india-rubb-
or leather, or similar resistant
yet pliable stuff. I detach all except
the portion to be tested. Then I let
fall a drop of glacial acetic acid on
the dried flake, add a tiny speck of
common salt, and gently warm the
mixture. Tpon replacing it beneath
' ' ' (No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.W. A. FLEMING JONES
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop.Bonds and Investments T-- it at your grocer's, for a pleasantU. S. Commissioner for the Third surprise. Frank Andrews.Judicial District of New Mexico. .perity of each is in harmony with the Eastern and local bank references. It Is an admitted fact that real esLas Cruces - New Mexico
advancement of the rest and that be
tvveen peoples of the same ideals, liv-
ing under the same political condi
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and host results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
tions and sharing in a common envir-ith- e miscrocope the liquor cools and
evaporates, and there strangely
springs into view a mass of red-brow- n
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office
Santa Fe, - - - - New Mexico
onment, there is a certain sentiment
of unity, which moves them to closer
intimacv. The growth and fruition of crystals, or may be scattered ones, hav- - If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.that sentiment is the work ot time, ot ing definite characteristic shapes. The
centuries perhaps. Rarely nas the chemical reactions have been of a
very curious kind. Before the appear-
ance of the crystals bubbles ot gas,
etc., emerge from between the cracks
separating the minute plates, and
seed been sown and the tree matured
within the lifetime of a single gener-
ation.
"The movement in whose confirma-
tion we take part today has been ex burst in due course. Then the edges
ceptionally favored. The reason of its i
marvelous fertility of development is
not far to seek. The soil was pre-
pared a century ago when the colon-
ists of Spanish America established
free communities, from the Rio Gran- -
of the plates become fainter and faint-
er until all red tint is absorbed, and
the crystals commence to appear at.
various points.
The substance forming these crys-
tals, composed of chlorine from the WEDNESDAYde to Cane Horn, following: their north-- .
sale!! SPECIAL
ern brethren of the United States, and: salt and extractions from the blood,
the peoples of that vast domain, from
'
combined, is known as haemin, or
chloride of haematin. The crystalsbeing dependents of a common moth- -
erland, became fellow workers in thejwi11 undergo another change intobroken irregular particles if an alkali,building up of a scheme of kindred
sovereignties. As historical eras are s"ch as soda, is added,
computed those sovereignities are yet j It has not only to be determined
young. It is a happy coincidence that whether a suspected substance is blood
at this very time tihey are commem-jan- d not rust or paint, hut it has to be
orating the independence thev won allearnt whether the blood is that of a
The old fashioned way of dosing
a weak stomach or stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error. This
is why his prescription Dr. Shoop's
Restorative is directed! entirely to
the cause of these ailments the weak
inside or controlling nerves. ' It isn't
so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to strength-
en a weak Stomach, Heart, or Kid-
neys, if one goes at it correctly. Each
inside organ has its controlling or in-
side nerve. When these nerves fail,
then those organs must surely falter.
.These vital truths are leading drug-
gists everywhere to dispense and rec-
ommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Test it a few days, and see! Improve-
ment will promptly and surely follow.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s Co.
The Spanish edition ot the 1909
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
ior delivery. race: Paper cover,hundred years ago. or 1 ? , . 1 1 . !yius ii tenia puaiasc; ma sneep,
human being or of a rabbit, fowl,
or other creature. Fortunately, the
shapes of the corpuscles differ, slight- -
"Many of those among us were wit-
nesses of the birth of the Pan-Anier- i-
5!
J'ft
ft
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican Print-
ing Co.. Santa Fe. N. M.
Restoration to Entry of Lands in Na- -
ican. Republics held in this capital 20 ly or extremely. Prof. Scott in theyears ago. We have watched its May Strand Magazine.
growth year by year with ardent soli- - j
citude. From the first the people of TAOS A FAVORITE
IV.
a
SPOT FOR ARTISTS.
First Arrivals of the Customary Sum-
mer Colony Burbank is Expect-
ed to Put in the Season
in New Mexico.
(Taos Valley News.)
the United States, through their gov-me-
and congress, have lent hearty
and effective aid to the great enter-
prise. The representatives of all the
republics of the west have met, in cor-
dial harmony, under the international
banner, as the honored
guests of the American Union; and
lomottow
Will Be On Ready-to-We- ar
:or Women and Chidren
Such as Dnder-SMrt- s, Over-Skir- ts
for
Girls
A
tional Forest.
NotH-- is hereby tiiven that the lands dbelow, embracing 426,80 noress. withinthe Jemez National Forest. New
.Mexico,
will be subject to settlement and entry un-der the provisions ot the boniest end laws ofthe United States and t he art of .lime 11,
1906 ( 34 Stat.. 233i. at the United States land
otllee at Santa Ke, New Mexico, on .lime 7,
1910. Any settler who was actually and in(rood faith claiming any of said lands for
agricultural purposes prior to January 1.1906. and has not abandoned same, has a
preference right to rrake a homestead en-
try for the lands actually occupied. Saidlands wore listed upon thfi applications ofthe persons mentioned below, who have a
preference rinht subject to the prior riphtof any such settler provided such settler or
applicant Is qualified to make homestead
entry and the preference right is exercisedprior to .lune 7. 1910, on which date theUnHe
.!,!.,.' i
Last week Jack CJage Stark blew
this nation, in turn, never unmindful ,ntf, Tnns frnm pa,ifnl.nj., to become
of the sacred duties of a host, hasa mmber of the sunlnier colony of
ii'.
'i
V
uuieu uuu a aimpie Taos artists. He is welcome among
us and his cheery manner, his breezyme lasna i uie great uuuy-puiiu-
c
which has been created by the con
style and good fellowship will countcurrent efforts of all. It is a logical
strongly as he mingles with theof that dual relationship . . , ...
siueius ana luunais wno ninuuii. ittuunniiiuenuiijUTi i " 3''L 1 V II1C11 L UIlll ei I - !
entry by any qualified person. The i tt.
lauun f (IHHH'-- iritc(,i)l zo.l'HCieS Wltllin
unsurveyed but what will probably be when
ti
ti
;!
surveyed Sees. 34 and 35. T, 23 N . K. 1 W.. N . iM. M. described by metes and bounds as U;follows: (.'ommenclnt? at the Vi corner on Mi
the north line of Sec. 3, T. 22 N, K. 1 W., U .iiience 1 1 ,iu vy k.sj cnains me ice in . 230 K.16.60c!mins;ttienceN.89 30 K. 12 chains U.to corner No. 1 of this tract which is also - ithe initllll cornel' nf Ilia .lili,. et IT A ' Also forPAFT
that the home of the International
Bureau, in which we are today assem-
bled, is the gift in a large part of a
citizen of the United States to all the
peoples of the western republics and
that we, of the United States, in com-
mon with our n brethren
accept that noble gift, firm in the con-
viction that it will be a worthy in-
strument toward the attainment of the
high aims of the International Bureau
and, with devout hearts, we suppli-
cate the Giver of all good that the
efforts of our association may be
thrice blessed and through its influ-
ence the nations of Pan-Ameri- may
year by year, be brought into closer
accord and more benevolent commun-
ity of interests."
i4; extending thence N, 46 45 K, 12
chains, thence S, 44 . 30 E. 26.30 chains;thence S. 51 45 W. 7.60 chains; thonce N.53' 39 W. 26.07 chains to corner No. 1, Varia-
tion 14 30 E. Said tract was listed uponthe application of Mrs. Andrea Duran deVelarde, of (iHllina, New Mexico: List
A tract of 156.50 acres wltllin Sec, 3, T. 18
BASEBALL.
HOW THEY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost P. C.
Philadelpttiia ....... 6 1 .857
Pittsburg 5 1 .833
Chicago 4 2 .667
New York '. . . 5 3 .625
Cincinnati . 3 4 .429
Boston 2 5 .286
Brooklyn 2 6 .250
St. Louis 2 7 .222
American League.
Won. Lost P. C.
New York 4 2 .667
Detroit . 5 3 .625
Philadelphia 5 3 .625
St. Louis 3 2 .600
Cleveland . 4 5 .444
Boston 4 5 .444
Washington 3 6 .333
Chicago ... 2 .5 .286
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League. .
Boston at Philadelphia.
Brooklyn at New York.
Pittsburg at Chicago.
St. Louis- - at Cincinnati.,
American League.
Chicago at Cleveland. '
Detroit at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Boston.
New York at Washington.
' ' Watch for" the Comet
The Red Dragon of the sky. Watch
the children for spring coughs and
colds. Careful mothers keep Foley's
Honey and Tar in the house, it is the
best and safest prevention and cure
for croup where the need Is urgent
and immediate relief a vital necessity.
Contains no opiates or harmful drugs.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striping-Burrow- s
Co. .
i ...
IVIen and Boysn.4 r... uesci ineu ny metes and bounds ias folIows:BeKliininK at corner No. 1, which ft"Is a monument marked 6M on the couth iline of the Baca location No. 1: extending U.thence K. 27 chains; thence S. 23 K, 25.80 'i
chains; thence 8. 62' W. 43.09 chains; thence ; KN.33l W, chains; thence N. 24' K.30 1
I
old burg. Stark was a student in the
Paris colony and has put on canvas
scenes of France, Spain, Old Mexico,
New Mexico and California. His next
invasion will be Arizona. This young
painter has already donned his khaki
trousers and painter's garb and set his
easel in the fields about Taos. He
looks forward to some rich views in
the mountains about here during the
coming summer. later we will have
more notes regarding this artist and
his work.
The picture painted by O. E. Ber-ringha-
last summer, which was call-
ed "The Stage Coach," representing
the old coach of days gone by, with its
military escort and attacking Indians,
has been sold by the artist to a
wealthy American, and goes to deco-
rate a villa on the Rhine. Mr. Ber-ringha-
has been very successful in
disposing of his last summer's work
which comprised a fine variety of sub-
jects. ,
Burbank, the artist who is well
known to the Taos colony is supposed-
ly headed this way for summer work
When last heard of he was at Ganado.
Sauerwein, whose presence was
hoped for here this spring by his
Taos friends, has given up Taos for
this year, but expects to go east. All
his Taos friends send , him good
varuuion ham tract was
upon the nppliofition of u. M i. SEE our Window and take advan--lThe i 'k '
pp'-- V. of these
or royotc, Jew Mexico; J,ist
o " ti cvi jo x. iz it. 1 W. na tage PRICES-wh- en you can. rlist.ft! linnil t.llO nnnHnntinn ..f UavaulLnniln il' 4
S WVi nf Kh'.l. nf TiMU t.h wu;i, n uwu i 'NKM.of the i of NK'4 SKW of SK'A the i
H'-- of SKVi of N KM of N KV4, Sec. 13 T. 20 K
N., R.1 E ,the SV3 ofSWV of Lot 1 (or the Vi
J
tiS'4of SWWof NWVi of NWV4
IOt 1, the SMi of N KM of Lot 1. tho N'4 ofNKVi of Lot 2 (or the NV. nf kku of Mwi.
SKH of :
'
St
J ;
SWH of S
REMEMBER Wednesday is our
SPECIAL BARGAIN DAY.
of NV!41, the SWM of MKV4 of Lot 2. the SVi
t One Conductor Who Was Cured
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
he writes about It "Some time ago
I was confined to my bed with chronic
rheumatism. I used two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Remedy with good ef-
fect, and the third bottle put me on
my feet and I resumed, work as con-
ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street
Railway. It gave me more relief than
any medicine I had ever used, and It
will do all you claim in case of rheu-
matism." Foley's Kidney ; Remedy
cures rheumatism by eliminating the
nric acid from the blood. Sold by
01 rnw'i 01 ks ot nwh, theN F.Vi of the N'a of NWVi of ti
Iof NW'i the Wl4 of SKV4 of NKVi of N WH, "the NEH of 8KV4 of SUM of NWVi, the ISWJ4 of NKM of N KVi Of NWVI. See IS T V
IkTravis' Spot Cash Store.
20 N .. K. 2 K.. approximately 85 acres, listed i( CATRON
upon the application of 'James Curry of ATt'Kspanola New Mexico; List S. V . 1' hJLiUUKPROUDFIT. Assistant Commissioner ofthe General Land Office- - Approved March !!17' 1910. FRANK PIEKCK F)lst Assistant VStripling-Burrow- s
.Co. fishes." if
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Minor City Topics
(Continued From Page fwo.)0 SIHI No. 4NO 4
STORE WINDOWS THAT ARE Henry George, might weM bear this
PERPETUAL ADVERTISEMENTS, inscription "I am for men." Every- -
thing from a shoe or a pair of hose
N. Salmon's Store Has a Pair That to a hat or a necktie, may be found
Bring the Trade New Lighting in that window and the young man
Effects in Use. knows just what to find in the store.
! The two windows, lit up at night.
In the days of old Pompei when a make the passerby think "Am I in
had something to sell he cago or some other big city?"
displayed it on a marble slab or put
ment is the only time any
oil prospecting has ever been
talked of for tMs section. A well
known El Paso & Southwestern pass-
enger engineer will tell any one where
there is a certain spot of the road near
Alamogordo that when his engine
runs over it that a rumbling sound is
heard as though Ihe was passing over
a bridge, proof that there is some vi-
bration under the engine. Who knows
villi all the signs about Alamogordo,
that untold fortunes of oil wealth are
bottled up underneath us, waiting for
GROCERY AND BAKERY
Miss Crane Sues for Wages In dis-
trict court at Albuquerque, Miss C. P.
Crane has brought suit for $324, being
wages at the rate of $12 a week,
against Matthew Howel, an employer.
Bonding Company Organized Su-
perintendent Jacobo Chaves was no-
tified today by the Commerce Trust
Company of Kansas City, that the com
ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR
PUMPING PLANTS.
it in holes cut in such slabs, in front
of his store. This can be seen today
by the visitor in the city destroyed
in the year 79 by Vesuvius. Since the
days of Pompeii many schemes haveRed, White and Yellow the energetic and prospecting hand otpany would transter its bonding tmsi Corner Stone of New Court HouseWill Be Laid With Ceremony
Some Time in May.fori1 t0 set free' t0 enricn mankl?d been reBorted to in order to attractness to a company to be organized d add its share of power to the the attention of the spender of moneythat The capital of the new
,,,LJ will be $500,000 and the . wirlA's commerce. With oil develop- - Even today m the large rUies fruitcompany sur-
plus $100,000.
Scarlet Fever at Albuquerque "A
number of cases of scarlet fever are
reported from various parts of the
city. A little child of Fred Heyn, the
,1 Un-i- 111 J.!. U innnn
j ed in this valley with its sequel of
cheap fuel and power, what vast pos-- j
sibilities of millions to be made of fine
i White Sands cement proposition?
j These White Sands are unlimited,
i mountain high and their extent meas- -
Deming,. J. M.. April 26. Frankand vegetables are placed in front of Barrett and J. K Snyder have orderedstores but the pure food laws in manv
electric motors installed, fifteen horsetheir toplaces compel owners cover
such articles with glass to keep off wer each. W. L. McBride has order-th- e
dust teeming with microbes. eJ a twenty horse power motor for
water his desert claimBut 'the idea of display is a good Pumping on
six miles southeast of Theone and the Carter patent of knitting Deming.
large sheets of window glass together Deming Ice & Electric Company are
so as to convey the impression that it building a power line three miles
is one piece has added much to the south. It then branches, the right
attractiveness of the large department hand branch going two miles west
stores where the general line of goods and the left hand branch going two
,uei,ui.v ' "acttf" Ured by the miles Cement and plas
ana iwo cnnaren or l nomas u. is.,
Maddison, are also suffering from the
same malady. All cases have been
placed under strict quarantine by the
ter parts are some of its manufac-
tured products. Certainly, no other
section in America holds out such
promising inducements to the pros-
pector as does this section about Ala-
mogordo.
Land Filed All Around.
Camp City, X. M., April 26. Fur-
ther excitement was caused here to-
day over oil when the drillers resum-
ed pumping, after a shut down since
board of health." Albuquerque Morn-- I
ing Journal.
Funeral of George Trujillo The
funeral of George Trujillo, who was
shot in the head Friday, took place at
7 o'clock this morning. Services were
j carried is placed like an introduction miles east and one south. They guar-- i
to a book so that all who have eyes antee to furinsh the power at three
may see and know whether or not it cents per kilowat, which makes the
lis worth their while to go any far-- water cost the farmer a little less
A held in the Church of Our Lady of ther. than a cent per thousand gallons.In window advertising N. Salmon, These motors are all of the vertical
the department store proprietor of type and connected directly to the
this city, has made many strides until shaft of the pump, which prevents fhe
today Ihe possesses two of the finest loss of efficiency through the belts
dressed windows to be found any- - with which the old style motors are
where in the territory. Their front- - equipped.
Guadalupe. The interment was in Saturday. J. L. Mayo told tine specta-Guadalup- e
cemetery. The pallbearers tors that if there was oil in the well,
were Miguel Otriz, Jesus Tapia, Lean:when he began to pump out the wa-dr- o
Sena, Cipriano Chavez, Benito Ala--1 ter, it would have bubbles and little
viri nnH Riiaa Arias. Mnnv nennle at-- 1 black snots in it and when the sunfull assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds. tended the services and formed a pro- -
i struck it, would give off the colors of age, gracetul curves, neignt ana aeptn Mr. J. H. Jones and son from Eraththe rainbow. As a precaution against th . st)lenclid illumination at night countv. Texas, bought, thr h.inrtredcession to the grave.
pumping any oil covered water down and their tru,y metropolitan appear- - and twenty acres of land four miles
POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF mt tfe well, ne pumped in nocning
P'iUfift. 4. F. ANDREWS
ance, have arrested the gaze of every southwest of town. They are prepar-j-asserb-
That unusaally keen obsery- - jng to improve this place immediate-e- r
and globe trotter, Professor J. Nel- - y. .
son Fraser from Bombay, India, re-- The "Prosperity Edition" of the
marked on the beauty of these win- - nomill(J. nranhn Ka ,,,,
IJ. WEALTH NEAR ALAMOGORDO.
' but. fresh water but, true to his pre- -
: dictions when the sand and water be- -
Oil Wells and the White Sands Would San to come out, there were the bub-Mak- e
Great Industrial Com- - bles, the little black specs and the
bination. rainbow colors. People have been dows when he was here recently and 29th. This edition is profusely illus--in from as far north asoRTho comingAlamogonTo, X. said sometning liUe the famous Eng. I" I V"trated an contains extensive and de-recent oil excitement at Camp City ul&m' "inu.u duu Oscura to file ijgh expression "Most extraordinary.'All the land is now. filedon claims.has developed some ideas in connec- -
tion with the resources of this section.
Mr. Salmon has tried to make the
windows more and more
his ambition being to be in no way be-
hind the largest department stores
of the east and the middle west as
far as his space permitted him. He
has achieved a triumph from the win- -
tailed information concerning the
varied interests of Luna county.
The hoard of directors of the Cham-
ber of Commerce will have a regular
meeting tonight.
The laying of the corner stone of the
Luna county court house will take
place sometime in the latter part of
on for three miles out and in some
cases two or more men have filed on
the same land. There will be a public
meeting here tonight at which the citi-
zens will take steps to get together
and settle all difference over boun-
daries.
FURNITURE FOR SALE CHEAP,
Must be sold this week.
One Munroe Refrigerator
This Camp City well witQi its oil indi-
cations is not the only oil showing in
this valley or in this section. In the
foothills east of La Luz, or about sev-
en miles north of Alamogordo, are all
kinds of oil indications. Even the
geological make-u- p is favorable. Rocks
have been taken from the La Luz foot-
hills that contained pockets of oil
and there is a stream of water near
this locality that is always gifeasy.
dow dresser's standpoint. His instal-
EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds Lump, nut and
of building material. mine run coal
HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Red Phone 100 Phone Red 100
TOMAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
lation of myriads of electric lights iua?- - " w"l &e made tne occasion ot
overhead and his latest device of prac- - a great jollification. The entertain-ticall- y
running an electric light bor- - ment feature has been placed in the
der at the tops of the windows, shed- - hands of the various fraternal orders
ding a warm glow on the faces of the represented in Deming.
wax figures, has been particularly sue-- 1
cessful. Mr. Salmon has divided the SEALING STEAMER AURORA
things that will interest men and j REPORTED LOST.
those for the women. The window at
the right of the store's entrance is j One Hundred and Eighty-seve- n Men
.for the fair sex. Just now the latest) of the Crew Probably Have
So far as known no prospecting has '
been ever done in the La Luz foot- - j
hills for oil. Again, on the Flats, a
few miles west of Alamogordo, the sur- - j
'face indications for oil were never
better in the Beaumont oil district,'
a 11 7 n r rrta li o c cu'at cunnf n asm-i- Ti nun
Two dining room extension tables.
Six cane bottom dining room chairs.
One china closet.
Large crush plush lounge.
One book case.
One combination desk and bookcase.
Small marble top table. spring styles are seen and the nuar- - Perished.SATISFACTION ASSURED
prospecting. The well on the Wayland iwo mantle clocks, some bedding tette of handsome American women! St. Johns, N. F., April 26. TheUnbl uLASi) corrick's hack line is KODORERUIOK.. Prop ' are a delight to see. They are cer- - probable loss of tflie British sealingproperty near town showed plenty of antl lamPs
oil signs. Out in the White Sands dis- - -
HACK SERVICE tZZL Buggies and Saddle Horses LtiAb, "AoPJiibiMA 1 li, ;tainly "well dressed" and near them steamer Aurora with a crew of oneNo. 3j3 Ivower San Francisco St. are dozens of yards of more material hundred and eighty-seve- n men is re- -' to catch the eye of those who wish to ported today by the sealing steamer
If you want anything on earta try be well gowned. The window to the Beothic. The Aurora has been miss- -
trict there is plenty of salt water and
lots of oil signs. With all these oil
signs within a radius of 23 or 30 miles
of Alamogordo this Camp City excite-- ' a New Mexican Want Ad. left like that famous 5 cent cigar, ing since April 1.
IEJ32E32!
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OU'LL BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR WELL-DRESSE- D APY PEARANCE IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that vou want; they're
n-J-
Mv
ftsuch clothes as you don't find any whereelse in this town, They're made exclu
sivelyforus by HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
New Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats & Saltsand that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly all-wo- ol; and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
We advise you to be sure of all-wo- ol in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
This new season is a lively one in the variety of
weaves and patterns we can offer you. -- Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find some-
thing good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally inte-
resting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.
4. V
We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d headfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
rnmmmM Mm r
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Fine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine as you
want. '
This store is the home of Hart
Schaflxer & Marx clothes.
t 9 til
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Copr'lgKt 1909 by Han t Sclnffner Sc Mirx
